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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

IE Burrill National Bank
ELLSWORTH

OF

offers you every possible banking accommodation
within bounds of safety. We want your business.

29b credited monthly on checking
Both Check and

—

accts ol $500 and over

4 percent., compounded semi-annually, in

savings dept.

Savings Departments

U. S. Government supervision.
tions yearly. Ml particalars by mal,

are

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
• d a m. 4.SS p m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10a
m, MS p m.

under

Two examinaor

j

cal.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

Strand Theatre
Hancock Co. Saving* Bank
Q A Psrcher—Water glass
J W Tickle—Free literature
B G Moore— Shamrocks
Perkins National Herbs
Chapmen Matinee Concert
Ellsworth Board of Trade—Special meeting
Admr notice—Helen Brown
—George S Hardison
••
Mary A Gullifer
-Let* L Wilbnr
—Henry E Greeley
Exec notice—Ellen D Alley
In bankruptcy-Christopher H Brlnton
Notice of withdrawal—H 8 Young
Notice—Town of Tremont
Probate notice—Estates of Sarah Mae Baton
et ala

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
at iLLswomrs roeromci.

In

effect Sept. M, 1916.
mails msomvnn.

PnoM Wsst—6.42 a m; 4.0, p m.
Faom East—11.10 a m; 4Jf p>.

!

Chapman

at

a

of the Maine Festival two yean ago

successes

Ths Orltsrlon Mats Quartstts
The sensation of the last Maine Festival
Train arrange manta aw inch that people from Hancock, Sullivan, Franklin, and other point* east, may eoroo to Ellsworth on
the forenoon train, and return in the afternoon; In fact, the artiste
of the concert arrive and leave by three trains.

POPULAR PRICES,

50c and 35c

-

Public sale of reserved eeata at B. H. Smith's

I

Men, Tina., THure,.

Friday, Mch.

17

aat,

Pleturei

ELLSWORTH.

Par Week

Bepnwntinir some of the trading companies

in

the

market

Maple,

Good prices,

quality

lOc

SON

Irish musical comedy girls for Friday and
Saturday, March 21 and 25, with Saturday
matinee. The company, now playing at
hearsal to-morrow evening.
Mrs. Harold |A. Robinson, with little tbe New Portland theatre In Portland, has
an enthusiastic reception there.
daughter Ella, la visiting Mr. Robinson’* met with
There are twelve in this company, and it
mother, Mrs. Thayer, in Brookline, Maas.
is said to be one of tbe strongest vaudeA full attendance of members of the
festival chorus it requested at the re-

William H. Brown and Willla L. Pratt
have bean drawn to serve aa traverse
jurors at the April term of the supreme
court.

The Thursday club of the Congregational society will serve a picnic enpper at
the vestry Friday evening, instead ol

of this

their famlliee era invited.

LAMSON

Blsworth Hardwood Co. HUBBARD
"ill develop your No. S Brownie Alma
for 10c Prints, Sc each.
Other size*: 8
exposure, 18c. 1* exP°s»re, 20c. Prints, 8c each, SOc
Per doz. post cards same rate.
Fi*B* «sd Prints rctnrncd the
day after

ME.

Granite and
Warble Work
carried.

/BEST 1N\

Umerica/

Maine authors

POTTED

Twenty Year*’ Experience.

For St. Patrick’s

hnn IJUIM to all detail*. Telephone
oo Mall oedete promptly attended to.

Telephone a-a

What Unitarians Bdieve”
'**

QENUINE IRISH

SHAMROCKS

8t,

ST., &LL8WOBTH

about Maine.

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

L W. JORDAN, EDWARD F. BRADY,
Ella worth, Me.
Orant
P&4NKLIN

or

Smith & HmmJ

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Work.
Stoek
Estiaatas SrtaittML

I

Rev. J. W. Tickle's subject for next
Sunday will be “Paul, the Denomlnatloa-

Solo By

PLUMBING,

Orders promptly filled for

Cemetery

C%Krfs^Ocp)3

•,

Stanwood’s Photo Car,

Day
Given away with every 25c

purchase

or more

See Our Window

PMnphlnt SEND POSTAL TO

L W.

Tickle,

Efcwrth,

E. Q.

MaiM

I

MOORE, Druggist

Opposite P. O.,

) i
/

at

The Kexall Store.

43 years, this “old

Saving

standby” institution

their money and make it increase at
rate of interest.

found here ideal

ings

Your father and

a

to

save

generous

grandfather

safety and growth for their

sav-

; your similar account is invited.

Hancock

County

Savings Bank
Established 1873

Ellsworth, Me,

ville attractions on tbe road. Jim Doherty is known everywhere as tbe famous
minstrel tenor, a stellar feature by himself. The show offers special scenery and
properties, abundance of attractive costumes, fair feces, funny comedians, catchy
music, clever dancing, unique situations.

means, it poaaibla, ot uniting tbe two organization! into one under either name
All present expressed
or a new name.
themselves as in favor of onion, and it waa
unanimously voted aai the sense of the
meet ing that steps to this effect should be
taken. A committee waa appointed to
take the matter up with both organizations Independently, and report at another
meeting to be held Friday evening of this
week. The committee as appointed and
organized is as follows: Charles H. Inland, chairman; E. J. Walsh, secretary;
J. A. Cunningham, H. H. Higgins, W. A.
Alexander. A meeting of the board of
brother Hugh, who formerly oooupied tbe
trade has been ofBclally called for Saturupper rooms, had left most of his furni- day evening, March 18, at the board of
ture there, and it was destroyed. There trade rooms, at 7.30 o’clock.
The object
The of the meeting ia to change the by-laws so
was a small insurance on the house.
be held
that
tbe
annual
meeting
may
flrg is supposed to have started about the
later, and at this annual meeting, if dtochimney.
vided for, it is proposed to take up tbe
At Suuday morning’s service st the matter of one organization only of this
character in Ellsworth.
Beptiat church, the pastor, Rev. P. A. A.
he
announced
that
would
Killam,
The small house on the ft M. Campbell
property on Btate street, owned by Mrs.
Campbell and occupied by her son Charles,
was destroyed by lire early last Thursday
morning. Tbe lire broke out in the upper
part of tbe house, which was unoccupied,
and had gained considerable headway
when Mr. and Mra. Campbell were awakened by tbe crying ol one of tbe children.
The upper rooms of tbe house were then
In flames, and the Are was working its
Mr. Campbell
was down the stairway.
succeeded la saving the greater part of
his furniture, which was uninsured. His

Republicans ol Ellsworth will meet in
caucus at Hancocic hall Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock to choose delegates and
terminate his services with the church
alternates to tbe State and district con- here
May 1. Mr. Killam has accepted a
vent Ions to be held in Portland, Thurs- call to the church at Oakland. The deday, March 23.
parture ol Mr. Killam will be regretted
the
Methodist not only by bis church, but by tbe comNext
Sunday, in
cbarcb, at 10.30, an illustrated sermon, mauity generally. Last August, be combaptism and1 reception into the oburch. pleted eleven years ot earnest and effecAt 7.30, motion pictures in three parts. tive work in Ellsworth. Tbe church has
Subject, “The Convict Hero.” There will prospered materially and spiritually
be special music at each eervioe.
under bis guidance, and be also touched
Bis
Tbe Ellsworth woman'* club had a many sides ol tbe community life.
An interacting ^kient service as superintendent ot
Maine day yesterday.
schools brought him in touch with municpaper on “Maine in Veaee and Story" wee
read by Mrs. E. K. Hopkins, and roll-call ipal affairs. Apart from bis work in bis
to by quotations from own cburcb, be bas been aotive in general
wee responded

Please call

JONE8POBT,

John P. Eldridge, of Ellsworth, aad
Herbert T. Sllsby, of Aurora, have been
drawn at trial jurors to serve at the April
term of the U. B. district court to convene
in Portland April 4.

The eocieble ot Irene chapter, O. EL H-,
postponed from laet Wedneedty, on account of tbe storm, will be held Friday
evening of tbie week. lU Masons and

Poplar.
according to

LiviOS:

Mias Marion Mitchell, teacher of English at the high school, is spending the
week’s vacation In Maaaacbuaetta and New

Hampshire.

for

'films"

snlarged prostate gland, are encouraged at
the daily reports of his improvement. A
minor preliminary operation was performed last week, and it is hoped now
that a second operation may not be ns-

I

also

of stock.

The many friends of Alderman William
Small, who Is in the East Maine general
hoapttal at Bangor for treatment for an

helped the people of this community

Miss Muriel Byard is spending a week in
Boston. Part of the time aha will b* the
guest ol Mies Christine Doyle, who is
visiting her sunt, Mrs. Osrroll J. Swan,
until attar Easter.

*t our office or address

Union Trust Co., Ellsworth, Me.

suspended.

has

White Birch, Yellow Bitch.
Rock

Forrest Springer, Ueorge Davis and
Charles Davis, ]r., all of Trenton, were
arraigned ip the Ellsworth municipjl
court yesterday, cbarged with violation of
the special law which prohibits the taking
of clams In the town of Lamoine by nonresidents. They pleaded guilty, and ware
fined flO and costs each, sentence being

over

Wood Wanted
are

of their valuable papers, bonds, notes, etc.
Then need not be the slightest cause for any worry and
anxiety as to the safety of the contents of these boxes. They an
located in our fin and burglar proof vault, and persons noting
them an afforded the same security and protection that we have
for the safety of our property.
No parly baa access to a box except the renter himself or
some other party whom be may specify.
A person’s dealing with
the bank in this department is strictly private, as no offloer or
employee has any Information concerning contenta of the boxes.
Yearly nntal Is from ft up, according to siae of box. We
shall be pleased to show these boxes and explain their advantages, and lnvltb a call from all persons interested.

§

and foriepm countries
Meeey to Loan on Improved, Productive leal Eatate. Established IM7.

We

ing

Former Chief Justice Emery, who has
been spending the winter at the Colonial
hotel, Bangor, left Tuesday last, to give a
course of lectures in the Boston
university
law school. His postoffice address for the
next live or six weeks will be, Hotel
Bellevue, Boston.

I 43 Years

Thursday.

C. C. BURRILL &
-INSURANC E

We have a few unnoted boxri wh eh we offer to oar friends
patrons who wish an entlnly secure place for the safe keep-

For

Ohangt Dally

and

and

Ending at Midnight Tneaday,
March 14, 1910.

—

5c

Safe Deposit Boxes

schools of Ellsworth at any time without
first enrolling at the office of he superintendent of schools.

§

Wednesday—'The Hroken Coin. Animated weekly, and four reels,
making an A No. 1 show. Double votes.
Tbursday—The greatest military spectacle of the year. Ford and
Cnaard In ‘The Campbells Are Coming. Coupons.
Friday—A popular Universal Program. 5 Votes.
Saturday—Uasel Dawn In "Nlobe,” a comedy success.
Monday—‘The College Orphan”.
Coupons given.
*
Tuesday
“Help Wanted.

Admission,

The schools of Kllswoith will open next

Monday for the spring term of ten weeks.
By vote of the school board at its last
meeting, no pupil will be admitted to the

eesaary.
Fred Collins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Collins, of Bar Harbor, and a native of
[From observations taken at th* power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Biver Ellsworth, died last Wednesday at GorPower Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is ham, N. H., aged thirty-five years. He
z
given In inches for the twenty-four hours
moved from Ellsworth to Bar Harbor with
•ndingat midnight.J
Weather
Precip- his parents when be was a boy. He was a
condition*
Ration
Temperatnre
graduate of the University of Maine, in ™
4 » m
11 m
forenoon nftornoon
which he took a course in civil engineerWed
aIt—
enow
,U
cloudy
ing.
Thorn H—
II—
enow saow,eloudy
OS
The Strand bill for tbe week [Denudes
Prl
a4—
snow
.10
cloudy
X
“tbe Broken Coin” to-night, with aniBSal
B—
fair
fair
10—
B—
mated weekly; “Tbe Campbells are ComSon
fair
olear
snow
snow
.48 ing,” to-morrow, a Universal program for
♦ Mon ?— SO—
fair
2 Tore 10— 10—
cloudy
Priday, and Hasel Dawn, in “Niobe”, Satat thla station* owl an, 14
6 is The thermometer
Por next week, “The College
to the tempering elect of the urday.
believed,
•
water, averages Ive degrees higher thaa at Orphan” will be the feature for Monday,
postoffice square. It baa a so beau a at ad that and “Help Wanted” tor Tuesday.
The
the temperature at 4 e. m. la ueually two or
three degrees higher thou ut daylight.
picture for to-morrow, matinee and
evening, “The Campbells Ars Coming,”
X
Mrs. 8. B. Mathews left to-day for a is pronounesd one of the greatest military
visit with her parents at Newcastle.
spectacles of the year. Francis Ford and
Mrs. W. J. Logan, of Bangor, was the Grace Canard appear in the leading roles.
week-end gueel of her litter, Mrs. A. W.
Manager Cooke, of Hancock ball, has
Austin.
booked Jim Doherty and his Scotch and

THEATRE

STRAND
Matinee 1

store

hoar before mall closes.
WEATHER IE

1

p. n.

Miss Florsrtcs Austin, Violinist
One of the

an

§

Monday, March 20,1916

Goiwo Wnsr—10.40 a m; BAD pint.
Going East—0.16 a a; Mi p m.

Registered mail should be at postoAoc half

MATINEE CONCERT
Hancock Hall, Ellsworth

MAILS OLOSB AT POTTOFTTOB

allst”. A special collection will be taken
for the American Unitarian association.
The adult olass will discuss Rev. J. T.
Sunderland’s pamphlet “What Unitarians
Believe”.

CHAPMAN CONCERT.
—

of the highest rank. His oompany
this year.includes Miss Florenoe Austin,
acknowledged one of the finest violinists
in New York. She has appeared with all
the prominent orchestras and large concerts throughout the country. Her success at the Maine festival two years
ago,
is well remembered. Miss Austin has a
charming personality, and distinguished
stage presence, and she literally sweeps
the audience off their feet by her magnetic playing.
The Criterion quartette of male voices,
oomposed of John Young, first tenor:
Horatio Bench, second tenor; George
Warren Reardon, baritone, and Donald
Chalmers, basso, is acknowledged by all
oritica the best male quartette before the
American public to-day. Mr. Chapman
was so impressed with their superb work
in New York a year ago, that he engaged
them for the Maine festival last fall. They
were one of the sensations of the festival,
artists

receiving in tome instances six recalls.
They will not only appear in quartette
work, but in solo work as well, as each

Matinee Performance ia Ellsworth one is a finished soloist.
Mr. Chapmau will be at the piano as
Monday Afternoon, March 20.
His accompauiraeuia have
Ellsworth ia peculiarly favored in hav- accompanist.
been one of the delightful features of hiB
ing an opportunity thia year to hear the programs.
artists who are touring the State with
Prof. W. R. Chapman. Train connections
COMING KVKMs.
gave tbe artiaU an afternoon in Ellsworth,
ELLSWORTH.
and the local festival chorus arranged
with Prof. Chapman to put in an afterFriday evening, March 17, at Manoon performance here.
sonic hall—Sociable
by Irene chapter,
The concert will be given next Monday O. E. S.
afternoon at Hancock
ball, opening
Monday afternoon, March 20, at Hanpromptly at 2 o’clock, aa the artists must cock hall
Matinee Chapman concert.
on the afternoon train tor Bar Harleave
welfare work in tbe community. He will
Prices, 26, 36 and 50 cents.
bor.
leave Ellsworth with tbe best, wishes ol
Friday evening, March 24, at Paul ReMr. Chapman, each year, has brought to
all.
Ellsworth reunion.
Maine some of the greatest artists in the vere hall, Boston
Net only in Ellsworth, but in tbe sur60 cents, may be obtained of any
oountry, and the mere announcement of Tickets,
is
in
tbere
interest
towns,
rounding
great
member of the committee.
a
Chapman concert, means muaio and
tbe oaaaing Chapman concert to be given
Hsnnncir
ball
afternoon.
next
la
Monday
StbntiMmmU.
People living in Franklin, Sullivan and
can
come
on
tbe
train
Hancock
arriving
la Ellsworth at 11.10 a m., have nearly
whole
of
hours
for
three
shopping, tbe
the concert, and return home on tbe train
that leaves at 1:23 p. m. Tbe hour set for
tbe pertpress nee is 2 o’clock, and as tbe
Cbapmau company leaves on tbe afterwhite
New barrel of
noon train south, patrons are urged to be
on band tor tbe opening number. The
sale of seats will be bandied at B. H.
Smith’s confectionery store, beginning
Friday, but those purchasing tickets from
tbe members ot tbe festival chorus will
have the privilege of exchanging them for
Now is the time to save your eggs for
tbs seats that they may select, on Tbursare
while
dsy. It is Important to note that the
tickets secured from tbe members are to
be exchanged for seat tickets.
—

—

Parcher1 S—

Just Received

fine, heavy,

WATER GLASS
winter,

||A meeting of

members of tbe merchants’
association and board of trade was held at
tbe rooms of tbe organisations in Hancock ball last Friday evening. The object
of tbe meeting a-as to devise ways and

they

cheap.

Parcher’s

Eitoworth.

Drug

Store

StmrrtiBtmcnif

JRutual Benefit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL

BDITKl) BT

Its Motto:

Lesson XII.—First Quarter, For
March
THE
Text

19,

of

the

Lesson,

Acts

SERIES.

The persecution of the saints, which
began with the murder of Stephen, continued under Saul as a leader or at
least a very active persecutor, for he

all communications

prison.

The l>erseeution was so great
that it is said that all the believers,
except the apostles, were scattered
abroad through Jiulea and Samaria,
but they went everywhere preaching
the word, and thus God made the
wrath of man to praise Him (verses
1-4; Ps. Ixxvi, lOi.
Philip, the second
of the seven Spirit tilled men who were
chosen to serve tables, now comes to
the front as a preacher and Is the
prominent worker in the rest of this
chapter. Flirt we see him preaching
Christ in the city of Samaria and
working miracles, the people giving
heed with one accord so that there was
great Joy In that city, many men and
women believing the words of Philip
concerning Jesus Christ and the king
dom of God and confessing the same
by baptism (verses 5-8, 12).
There was n man in Samaria who
had lieen bewitching and deceiving the
people by sorcery, drawing people to
himself as a great man. but when he
saw greater works wrought ,by Philip
became

Interested

“Eaay

who

are

Be
tbe

an

apple puddi

recipe following,

if you have

sure to

B. Friends:

and other Skin 1 roubles

We Guarantee

Sxuco Sxi£ve

to stop the itching and begin healing
with the first application or return your
money. There are lots of skin remedies but Saxo is the only one they guarantee like this. Why don't you try It?
r*BO. A. VAHCHUR, DRCGGI9T9.
Ellnwtrth.

make

g

by

more

family, you will need to
if you like it aa well as one

than three in the
double

it,
couple does whom 1 know.

J

j
J
:

Baked Apple Pudding—1 egg, scant %
cup sweet milk, 1 tablespoon melted j
butter, 1 large cup flour, 1 teaspoon cream j
tartar, V& teaspoon soda, % teaspoon salt. I
Pare, core and cut four tart apples into I
eighths, put the dough in a pan, about % j
of an inch thick, press tbe apples into the ;
dough, sharp edge oowti, then sprinkle

tablespoons of sugar, bake one
hour, and serve with plain sauce.
8. E.

over

two

half

an

Aiiioiiu

tur

vK'rauufi

r.

Thia column is devoted to the Orange, e*
ecially to the granges of Hapcock count)
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussibn of topics of general interest, and
for reports of g.-ang* meetiugs. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

Hew Clothee Influence Character and
Even Destinies.
Tbe influence of clothes on human
destinies Is enormous. We say "It la
not the cowl that makes the monk."
but that is another erroneous proverb.
Its stamp always remains and molds
the Individual, body nml soul. In a certain way.
The prestige of tbe costume has a great deal to do with the
sacerdotal or military vocation. Who
will ever know how much Mile, de
Montijo'a dresses had to do with mak
ing an empress of her? She ordered
her dresses for Complegne from Worth,
whose fame was just beginning, and.
according to her own expression, they
On them she
were her "battle horse."
won her victory, and we all know the
effects of that victory.
“The death of a delightful man of
my acquaintance." declares lierrc de
Coulevaln 111 one of her sprightly books,
“was caused by a hat being wont on
One of his mother's friends
one sld“.
wanted him to marry a pretty girl she
knew, who was very charming and
He happened to t>e staying
well off.
at her house near Vernon when this

young protegee was going through on
her wa v to Rouen.
for her guest to see the
| “Anxious
to the
| girl, she persuaded him to go
He went, saw the
station with her.
girl: but. alas, she hud her hat oti one
side, lit the most comical way possible.
BA INBOW, ‘M3, NORTH BKOOKMVLLLK.
It was no doubt one of those odious
March 16, fifty were present, includhats, so badly balanced that no pin In
ing visitors from Uarborside and North the world could keep them straight.
The harm was done, though. He nev
Sedgwick granges. The question, “Except
(-r dared tell his mother’s friend what
the United States, what nation do you
his objection to the girl had been. He
think Will be a world power in 100 years
owned It to me later on. adding. ‘I
from now?” was well discussed by Hattie
Loriog should always have seen her like
Bsunders, Phebe D.
Weasel,
Young, Worthy Master and others. Tbe tnat.’"
Imagination plays tricks on French
“Rastas
Bliuk’s
Minstrels,”
farce,
created a great deal of fun. Clam stew j men as It docs on no other men. This
who wore
served. At the next meeting the
was
j one married another girl
first and second degrees will be conferred. | her hats straight, but whose head was

were

WILL, 376, AMHERST.

MKMOBIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whertan, The reaper Death has again entered our ranks aud taken from our order our
beloved brother, Elbridge Treadwe'l. therefore be it
Reeolved, That in the death of our beloved
brother. Good Will grange has lost a worthy
member, one ever ready to do what he could
for the good of the order.
Reeolvtd, That our badges he reversed, and
that our charter be draped for a period of
thirty days, and be it further
Reiotved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family, one to the
Bangor Commercial and Ellsworth American for publication, and^pe be spread upon
our records.
Vara L. Hahlbm,
Bernice Clark,
Harry Silsby,
Committee.

ACTIVITY.
There is one principle which
ought to be mentioned as a leading
peculiarity of human nature. This
is the desire of action. A person
accustomed to a life of activity longs
for ease and retirement and whsn
he has accomplished his ptspose
finds himself wretched.
Cats' Eyn.
As showing bow widely tbs permanently blue eyes of cats differ from
other eyes It Is noted that Immediately
the eyes of white cats that are to have
blue eyes open they shine
bright red In the dark, and neither the
ephemeral kitten bine nor any other
colored eye does this.—San Francisco

permanently

Chronicle.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion.
Bitters is splendid
for
Burdock Blood
purifying the blood, clearing the skin, reAll
sell
sound
storing
druggists
digestion.
it. Price, fl.OO.—Advt.

Cast
across

on

Knitted Lac*.
ttftaen stitches

and

cons

pation

hus

An evening of

A

hows No Favor*

merclleaa judge it Father Time.

Before him the weak and
to the

wall.

the wanting go

Only the truth can atand.
following etatement Ircma

For yeare
Bangor reeident haa withatood this aternthe

rare en-

highly spoken of.
joyment ia promised.

%

One Who

jI

the

upon

A MUKULESS JUDGE

!

violin, viola, and several other inatruments.
Prof. DeLeon ia a mandolin
virtuoso, and Mr. Lockhart is a brilliant
ia
pianist. Miss Beattie, the reader,

eet of all teeta.

W. C. Kaynea, 24 Dexter St., Bangor,
"I waa annoyed for a long tim^
following from the Sacramento Me., aaya:
in my back, |due, no
doubt, to
(Chi.) Bee, will be of interest to ibeolder by paint
Americas, who knew the failure of my kidneya to perform tbair
readers of The
Mr*. Grover Si Adaline Gregory: "Placer- j work
properly. Two boxea of Doan'a
villa (El Dorado Co.,) January- 12-Mrs.
Kidney Pilla made a; complete and perAdaline Grover, who died at the home of manent cure."
Over three yeare later,| Mr. Kaynea
her son-in-law, prank 8. Shattuek, was
born in Blue bill, Me., eighty-live years added: "l£takef
pleaaure |in again recomof
Wilthe
was
She
ago.
(widow
mending Doan’a; Kidney Pilla. Nothing
were
Funeral aervtcea
liam A. Grover.
haa altered^my high|opinioo ol them."
held to-day at Union cemetery.”
50c. at all dealeia. Don't aimply
H.
March 14.
{ (Price
aak for a kidney remedy-gel Doan'e KidCAST1NE.
aarr.e |that
Mr. Kaynei
ney Pilla —the
Elizabeth
Carpenter haa returned to bad. Foeter-Milburn Co., Prop*., Buffalo
Boston after a week here.
N. Y.
The

In

Agnes Hibbert, who has been teaching
Winter Harbor, is home.

Oilman

ence

-^

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Parsons, Gordon Pbtterson and

Wescott attended the

Percy

boy’s

Tn« DIAMOND RBAMI.

confer-

*.yHwi! A*k

carnival at

a

Emerson;

Monday

ball

Monday

Uf
a

is

is

employed

spending

the

I

knit

plain.

First Row.—K 2. o. o. purl 2 togeth
k 1. o. o, n. k 8.
Second Row.—K 0. k 1. loop, purl 1,
loop, k 1. o. o. purl 2 together, k 2.
Third Row.—K 2. o. o. p 2 together,
k 12.
Fourth Row.—K 12. o. o. p 2 togeth
er. k 2.
Fifth Row.—K 2. o. o. p 2 together,
k 1. o. o. n, o. o. n. k 7.
Sixth Row.—K 8. k 1. loop, p 1. loop
k 1. k 1. loop, purl 1. k 1. o. o. purl 2
together, k 2.
Seventh Row.—K 2. o. o. p 2 togeth
er. k 14.
Eighth Row.—K 14, o. o. p 2 togeth
er, k 2.
Ninth Row.—K 2. o, o, p 2 together,
k 1. o. o. n. 0. o. n. o. o. n. k 7.
Tenth Row.-K 8. k 1. loop, purl 1.
loop, k 1, k 1, loop, purl 1. loop, k t. k
1. loop, purl 1. loop, k 1. o. o, purl 2 together, k 2.
Eleventh Row.—K 2, o. o, p 2 together. k 17.
Twelfth Row.—Cast off to 15 stitches,
k 10, o. o. p 2 together, k 2.
er.

Delicious Salad.
Six medium sized cold l>olled potatoes, three boiled lieets. a small onion,
a small pepper and an.v other cooked
vegetables left from dinner diced to-

gether.
Mix with the following dressing: One
feaspoonful mustard, two teaspoonfuls
sugar, one-qunrter teaspoonful salt a
teaspoonful dour, blended Into a table
spoonful soft barter; a well beaten egg
one-half cupful milk, one-quarter cup
ful vinegar. Cook In double boiler until thick. Have all Ingredients Ice co\d
and mixed some time before serving so
as to be well blended. Serve on lettuce
leaves garnished with hard boiled eggs.
This makes a hearty supper for live
persons.
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(tpriwniad, to introduce BROWN HERB
TABLETS guaranteed remedy tor Cowttpitias,
Oeer 100* proet,
Indigestion and Oytpepeia.
Ka«y oeikrr. repeat nrdera, Penaanent tnroMk
\YH*e r-w pamphlet*, FREE SAMPLE* an«! :enna.
Pr-1 Hy?>l CA
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Louis Choate
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Mrs. E. E. Phil brook, after
Manchester, .V li., is home.
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Thoms* Whalen, of Bangor, spent Sunand
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The several grade* of the Normal school
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relatives in Boston.
The

ice

that

haa

last two weeks

herring

madejup

here

in the

taken down all the

has
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weira.

Amy L. Dodge, w ho came home to care I
for her parents during their illness, has !
returned to her duties aa nurse m Marblehead, Maas.
Oreadie L. Mason, of Bluehill, a former
teacher here, visited Mr. and Mrs. Hawley

1

QUARRIES, FACTORY LOCATIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS

Dow last week.

Located

Xkxophon.

Mar. 13.

on

ah* line ol the

MOUNT DESERT.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Fred P. Nutting and nun Clarence
left Monday for a visit in Portland.

give opportunity to tboae desiring to make
a change in location lor a new mart in life.

Mrs.

Holman U.
McKuaick
formerly of
Sound, died at tbe Bon e of bis eon Ralph
on Thursday Hat.

Undeveloped

Water Powers,
Unlimited Raw Material,

Jobo Allen Somes bas returned from
Boaton, where be baa been visiting his
son Mark.
C. Brown is at borne for

Alton

a

and
Good

few

A wait

months.

March 13.

Tasoo.

are

with

INDUSTRIAL BUREAl,

William

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

About

thirty neighbors and friends
gathered at tbe home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. Goodell on Wednesday, March 8, it being their mother’s eightieth birthday.
Lunch was served at 4 o'clock. Malam
Goodell received many presents.
March 13.

Development

are

Edith Gray, of South Brookaville, is viaiting her aunt, Lucy Dodge.
F. L. Scgerand son have purchased tbe
Davis iot of A. A. Goodell.
O. L. Green and wife
Green at present.

Farming Land

Communications regarding location*
ineited and will receire attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTKAL, or to

NORTH BROOKSV1LLE.

served.

GOOD

perlorma

I

1

rather turned.
Tbe marriage ended in a divorce and
NEW CENTURY, 366, DEDHAM.
Third and fourth degrees were con- | the divorce In sudden death, such sud
den death that It was generally be(erred on two candidates March 11.
A
Cake and i lieved to have been suicide.
goon program was presented.
coffee

and

(Auto-lntoxicabon);

dangers

j

THE ART OF DRESS.

The latch-string is always out. Pansy.;
Dell's birthday date is the same as yours. I

is

War Sczema

1

W|

at

(jj||
|

E L8worth, March 5, 1916.
Dear St. B. Sittert:
Just a line to let you know I still think ol
you. 1 hope Aunt Emma was well remembered her birthday. As luck would have it, I
happened to have a card, so sent her one. 1
was so glad to think I could.
Two weeks ago to-day my John and I were
invited to take tea with an old friend of mine,
Tbe-e 1 found her brother, a sister and an
aunt of hers. How nice it seems to mee. old
friends that you have always known!
My
auut, who has been with me this winter, went
home to-day. We shall miss ner so much.
She bad a birthday while she was here,
she was eighty years old, but do one would
think she was over sixty, she looks so young
and is so smart.
It will soon be spring, and also my birthday.
Please excuse me, Aunt Madge, for not telling
you before. My birthday is March 20.
I must tell you, if it is late, bow the next
Sunday after the reunion we went over to
Biuebill in an automobile.
I saw where
“Deli" lives (bat I saw no one around) and
also where “Aunt Madge” lives.
Would have
liked to have called and seen her, bat didn't
have time. It is growing dark, so will close
for this time.
Yours truly,
Pa sy.
P. 8.—I forgot to say that I also took a trip
laat fall to Bar Harbor by automobile. It was
a fine fall day. and we enjoyed the trip so

j

MODS.

novelty in

M

they did.

LA

its base. The straw itself is
one of the new tan shades.
Please observe the net veil with Its
attractive border In triangles and dot*.
roses

a

much. I wish to thank Aunt Madge for the
Christmas card she sent me, if it isn’t too |
Pansy.
late.

message to them.

:

A

Britnles*, hlj?h. springy, this new turThe
ban combines much of style.
piquant wing is of helio cerise velvet,
a deeper shade than the five floppy

----

The above clipping, both the poetry and
proae, is from Happy Hour• and, I think,
sent to us, either by S. J. Y. or Aunt
Emma. If I am not giving credit where
it is due, the sender will please pardon
the mistake, but the sentiment remains
the same, and some one of the nieces
thought of the Mutuals and sent it as s

|

as

!
;

fourth and last entertainment in
the
library courae will be a concert by
Dorva-DeLeon company Wednesday evenmusicians
mg. March -2. There are three
Mine,
and a reader in the company.
Dorva has a tine soprano voice, and her
repertoire includes airs from famous

who

Blood

lbe

The

alao

and

Write K'nnedy Co.. Rondout. N Y„ for free trial
Laego I'OttU.s, all drugg tj.

the

She

Kidney

h. idneys and Bladder are aided, the
blood purified. Unbroken record
ol wonderful success.

here.

operas.

of

indigestion

comng

in;

hi!

cause

troubles by restoring right action of
S omach. l iver and Bowels over-

gra u son.
reiweiua

s

a.so

Ralph Hadley, accompanieii

wnu a*

suffering

bit* tea!

ning, March IT.

evi

henry Hurd.

and Mrs.

has never suffered S»
to realize how these Iff
poor, suffering wo- \ I
men feel when re- II
stored to health; II
their keen desire to rA
help other women

fair go farlin a day.”
JU8T
sweet and keep movin’.”

Please do this; and please try to follow the
burden of the song—keep sweet and keep
moving. After a little yon will not have to
try, it will come so easy to you. If you do
not want to cut your paper, as I know many
will object to doing, just copy the poem in
blackest of ink on whitest of heavy paper,
carefully and distinctly; then you might have
it framed modestly, and keep it on your desk
or hang i’ on your wall—any place where, it
will be sure to meet your eye frequently, and
perhaps other people's eyes ss well. Because
it is bound to help all who take It to heart
and adopt Us motto.
It is bard, there isn’t a doubt of that, as we
all know, to smile when the heart is aching,
to keep right on doing things when your interest in them has waned to th
vanishingpoint, jnst because you know the work is
yonrs to do and must be done bravely and
loyally, bnt that is the way out of the shadme.
ows. believe
“Keep sweet an’ keep
movin’, and you’ll prove it.

j

a n u

well

is

day.

—

we

nervousness, weakness,
stomach troubles and from the blues.
woman

Friday

hall

n

In-

will

caucus

KENNEDY'S

Favorite
Remedt

employment

if
The remains of sirs. Naomi Nason,
lor burial
Lynn. Mass., were brought here
Saturday. Mrs. Nason s| ent many years
**"
other life here. Her lirst husband
Her daughter-.
Hamilton.
Alexander
Mrs. lua Wort hen, Mr-. P nny lladl- V.

burdened with pain and suffering.
It has relieved women from some of
the worst forms of female ills, from displacements, inflammation, ulceration,

It is impossible for any

DR.

the week-end here.

spent

the tow

irregularities,

That poem is, in my opinion, the best
thing genial “Bob’* Burdette—who passed to
the {unseen life a few months ago—ever
wrote,
it has been asked for by several
readers, ano I print it right here so that »t
cannot by aDy possibility be missed—at least,
I trust it will not be. I want every one of
you to cut it ont aDd paste it, not in the timebo cored scrap-book, bnt on a card, and put it
where yon can see it a good many times in a

blukhill.
2ft.
The villige acbool# will open March
Miss Julia Barron, o( l/-e academy,

The republican

once

—

tula.

say that never have

Sbbmiacmcmt.

_

Misa Margaret Hinckley, of Bliaa college,
of
Lew iaton, was called home liy the death
bir father, Kugcn P. Hinckley.
will
The village improvement society
night, in
give an entertainment Thursday
class.
the town hall of exceptionally high

letters to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. is that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has brought
health and happiness into their lives,

movin’.”

When the nerves are tense and the mind
vexed.
The spark lies close to the magazine;
Whisper a hope to the soul perplexed
Banish the fear with a smile serene.
JUST
“Keep sweet and keep-movin'!"

Dear M.

we

N;BWS|

have
Mrs. Kirbsrd Gray tnd daughter
K. I., where Mr. Gras ]
gone to Pawtucket,

grateful

Aha ick taunt answers the hasty word—
OThe lifetime chance for a “help" is missed;
The muddiest pool is a-fountain stirred.
A kind hand clenched makes an ugly fist.

good work, found him out when he
offered them money If they would give
him the power of the Holy Spirit
(verses l)-2o).
The gifts of God cannot be bought, nor does a true messenger of Christ ever seek any honor
or glory for himself, for the Igjrd Jesus never sought His own will nor
His own glory and told the people that
they could not believe unless they
■ought honor from God only (John t,
30, 44; vi. 38; vlll, 50). The Holy Spirit
never
honors any mere man, but
through men honors Jesus Christ.
We must cease from men and see no
man save Jesus only (Isa. II, 22; Mark
lx. 8). When Peter and John had helped the believers in Samaria they also
preacned the word of the Lord In many
Samaritan villages as they journeyed
back to Jerusalem (14 to 17 and 25).
The Lord Jesus had said before His
ascension that when they received the
power of the Holy Spirit they would
be His witnesses not only in Jerusalem
and Samaria, but unto the uttermost
part of the earth (Acta i. 8). The Urst
part was being fulfilled, but some of
the ends of the earth have not heard
How
yet after nearly 1.900 years.
In the power
great is His patience!
of God, manifest in the words and
works of the apostles and evangelists,
we have seen something of the interest of heaven In the work of giving
the good news to men. We have also
seen the ministry of angels in taking
Peter and John out of prison and send
lng them to preach in the temple
(chapter v, 19. 20). and now, while
Philip Is busy in the midst of this
great work in Samaria, a messenger
from heaven is sent to him to tell him
to leave It all and go away down to
the desert road from Jerusalem to
Gaza, but seemingly without giving
any reason as to why he should do

►
*

The reason that thousands of women
from all parts of the country write such

and

“Keep

£

an untruthful letter, or one without the
full and written consent of the woman
who wrote it

wrong;

and

Did ever a busy preacher of the gospel receive such a strange command?
There did not seem to be any reason
or common sense in it. but rather an
interference with a great soul saving
work. Might not Philip seem justified
in saying, as N'chemiah once did, "1 am
doing a great work, 90 that I cannot
come down?"
(Neb. vi, 3). It was an
evil spirit who was seeking Nehemiah.
but it was the risen Christ who sent His
angel to Philip because he saw a man of
Ethiopia returning from Jerusalem without having heard the gospel, although
1 see
the apostles were at Jerusalem.
two or or three important things here
—the necessity of trying the spirits to
see whether they are of God (I John
Iv, 1-3). the necessity of always making plain the way of life in Christ lest
some
hungry seeking soul may go
away without knowing how to be sav
ed and the necessity of prompt obedl
ence when God speaks, no matter how
unreasonable it may seem to us.
We are glad to read that Philip arose
If he had any
nnd went (verse 27).
committee to consult he would probably have been hindered; but. like
Samuel, he was a man of God and
bad an ear for God and a willing heart.
It is certainly most Interesting to see
this traveler, this treasurer of the
queen of Ethiopia, reading the book
»f Isaiah as he journeyed and to be
Just at the place which told of a suffering Messiah, which we call Isa. 1111,
7. 8, when a stranger approached the
chariot, and. bearing the words being
read (for he was evidently reading or
being read to aloud), he asked. “TJnderstandest thou what thou readest T' Then
followed the Invitation to Philip to ride
Ind to explain the Scripture, and we see
a heart opened to receive Jesus Christ
as Saviour and Messiah, a desire and
readiness to confess Him in baptism.
and a truly happy man went on his
way rejoicing, having found in his
chariot, by the word of God. wbat be
had not found In Jerusalem. The SpirIt of the Lord, who controlled Philip
(verses 29. 39). carried him to Azotus.
and he went on preaching everywhere.

In answer

Hard to be sweet when the throng is dense.
When elbows jostle and shoulders crowd:_
Easy|to give andfto take offense,
When the touch is rough and the voice is
loud.
“Keep to the right!” in the city’s throng.
Divide the road” on the broad highway; C
There’s one way right when everything’s

professed himself a believer and was
baptized. But Peter and John, having
come from Jerusalem to help In the

^Spring

4

published a fictitious letter or name.
Never, knowingly, have we published

Sorrow will shade the blue sky gray—
Gray is the color our brothers wore;
Sunshiue will scatter the clouds away.
Azure will gleam in the sky once more.
Colors of Patience and Hope are they—
Always at even in one they blend;
Tinting the heavens by night and .day.
Over our hearts to the journey's end.

keep

One of the Fi1
Turbans Yet i-.ctured.

<

Women who are well often ask "Are
the letters which the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. are continually publishing,
genuine?” “Are they truthful?”
"
Why do women write such letters ?

swebt

Keep

^

I

-= ►

cine Co.

to

JUST
sweet and

A DASH IN 3 MODEL

roi*NTY

has

and keep movin’
By Robert J. Burdette
Homely phrase of our southland bright—
Keep steady step to the flam of the drum;
Touch to the lef:, eyes to the right,
Siug with the soul tho* the lips be dumb.
Hard to be good when the wiud’s in the east;
Hard to be gay when the heart is down;
W hen
they that trouble you are increased.’’
When you look for a suiile and see a frown.
BUT
•’Keep sweet and keep movin’.”
“kkkp

:*

To Lydia EL Pinkham Medi-

Thk American,
hllsworth. Me

is said to have entered every house
and committed men and women to

naturally

%iHelpful and Hopeful.

communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this re-pect
munications n.uei t*e signed, but the name of
writer will not b** printed except by permission.
Communications will be auiflect t«* approval or
rejection by the editor of ih*- column, i*ut none
will ne rejected without good reason. Addres*

viii, 4-17.

Memory Verses, 5, 6—Golden Text,
Acts viii, 30, I. c.—Commentary Prepared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

ne

WHY WOMEN
WRITE LEnERS

The purposes of this column are succlnc }'
1
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut
oenwtit, and alms to i*e helpful and hopeful)
Being for the common good, It la for the common use—a public servant, a puiveyor of tn
formation and suggestion, a medium for the lu
lerchnnge ot Ideas, It-this capacity It solicit**

1916.

INTERNATIONAL
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for your buninens.
Eczema spreads rapidly: Itching almost
drives you mad. Per quick relief. Doan's
Ointment ia well recommended, fifle at all
etoies— dd,l.
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CO, BOSTON, MASS.
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The Claim on
Gold Crag j
•

Romantic

;; a
<

Fields

1

Tale of the Gold !
of Alaska

1

«

By

for

CLARISSA MACKIE

...
Duncan put his hand Into
large grasp with the lnstincStowe
that here was a man who
tjre feeling
not only be a partner, but a

jack

*

,,001,1
friend ns well.
“Glad to see you. Duncan.” boomed
he wrong the
Stowe's deep voice aa
band. “I received Hennew arrival's
§haw's letter from Seattle, and he told

look out for you. You can share
me If you want to.
this cabin with
In Dawson Just
Houses are scarce
want to look around.
now. and you’ll
There's a spare bunk In the comer
vondcr. Dump your stuff Into It anil
sit down while I cook supper."
This was Jack Duncan's Introduction
In particuto Alaska and Dawson City
his position In
lar. He had thrown up
hank to try his fora San I'rar.clsco
back home
tune In (he Klondike, and
Beth Terry was waiting patiently for
him to mate n lucky strike and return
could buy a ranch
to her SO that they
!n southern California and live happily
That was lovers’ planning,
»rer after.
In reality Jack had that
of course.
In the great gold
very moment arrived
me to

process fixes that

Bay Prince Albert all over
the civilized world l Toppyred
bag a. Sc; tidy red tine. 10c;

fiat claaay
cryAai.gia.. pound humidor
with aponge-motatener top
that heepa the tobacco in
each fine a hap*—alwaye l
humidor*—and—t

port,

j

—

turned and

You

J«ck

were

from the east” remarked

tentatively.

for many months.
Brad Stowe was sitting before the
store reading a two months* old newsat hla young
paper, and he looked up
as
partner with hla old friendly smile

entered.
*n<* 111 so back there—to New i the lad
v
“All right and hearty. JackT’ he
father will take me Into the
harness with him.' I’ll settle down liked.
bot I don’t want to go home dead 5 “!». Brad,” returned Jack, polling
outer garments and reaching
Drok*
Oh, m hit It up again here. ! affi. Us

k®

^e*’

j®*n.

ALL READY POR
WHEN I FIND HIM!”

I I TTKll

A

Get the idea of smoking ail you want
without a comeback—that’s P. A.!
n

R*

_______
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_ _ ___
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the

visiting here.

E. Ginn is ill.

^

Legend of the

Wren.

Aristotle, the wise Greek, and Pliny,
the Roman naturalist, both mention
the old time fables that the wren disputed with the eagle the dominance of
the feathered world. The fable goes to
the effect that the birds of the air met
In a great convention, and a resolution
was adopted to choose as king the one
that could fly to the greatest height.
The eagle spread his wings and went
aloft, sailing higher and higher toward
the sun. The members of the convention were ready to proclaim him king
when a burst of song was heard above
his head. It was the song of triumph
from the wren. Perched on the broad
shoulders of the eagle when the big
bird had spent his strength and fluisbed his flight, the little bird had
flown above him and so had won the
title of sovereignty. The eagle, angry
at his defeat by so diminutive a contestant. gave the wren a swipe with
his wing which sent the little one
to earth, since which time it has never
been able to fly higher than a thorn
bush.

_

What's In a Name?
She was a very small, very black
girl, and It was her first day at school.
She gave ber name as Frances Willard,
and the teacher, wishing to make her
feel at home, said:
“And I suppose you try to be as near
like her as a little girl can be, don’t

you?"

“Lak who, ma'am?"
“Like Frances Willard, of course.”
The little girl looked puttied. “Ah
kaln’t help bein' lak Frances Willard."
she replied stoutly, "cos that's who Ah

am.”—Exchange.
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The Supremacy of
Peruna as a

Dora Gray, of Bucks-

Household Remedy
44 Years of
Returned to His Work.
Mr. .Tulien Goudeau, Erwlnville, 1-8.,
suffered with catarrh of the stomach.
JJe did not know what his trouble was.
He was unable to work. Coidd hardly
After taking Peruna a
cat anythin*.
time he Is now in perfect health.
“I am now doing all my
e says:
I am confident that any one
work.
suffering as I was could be cured by
Peruna.

Sort

■

for treatment.

Every Change of Weather.
Arnold, Westerly, R. I.,

Mr. E.

conset-

The cold
a severe cold.
tled in his side and produced a condiwas thought to be pleurisy.
Every change of weather would bring a
After taking Pereturn of his trouble.
zuna all his ailments have vanished.

tracted

tion that

Pain in the Stomach.

runaway when

bor

__

o.

J«l1 3mm, 1H7/ waa Im —M
three Mi Man pipM VMN one
atkai Mart 1

REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., W initOD*SftlMB| N. C.

1 find
H. G. Sumner and wife have returned
him—und their pictures—here, the let- from a trip to Brunswick.
ter Is for Cousin Beth's sweetheart!” |
“Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry Yard” was
lie held it high above his head.
given by the high school students at
Brad Stowe snatched it from his Hammond hall on Friday evening, to an
grasp and retired to a corner to de- appreciative audience. Asocial dance folvour It and the picture of Coi/sin Beth
lowed. The students plan to repeat the
Terry.
| play at Prospect Harbor and Sullivan the
week.
“Well?” demanded Jack eagerly.
j coming
S.
Brad nodded his head. “I guess I'm I
March 13.
Beth Terry’s sweetheart still,” he
WEST
EDEN.
grinned, und they clasped hands on
the new relationship between them.
Mrs. Nellie Cowing has gone to Bar Ukr-

ready for

it!”
How about you T gasped
“No, no.
Jack. "You're the winner; go ahead.
Brad—I'm not a baby."
“I'm not doing It for you, Jack."
said Stowe grimly. “I'm doing It for
the girl named Beth—I used to know
a girl named Beth, and It's for her If ;
not !
you don't treat her right—If you're
good to her. man. I'll come down there
He
understand ?’
and murder you

natured and Immediately scattered,
each to stake a claim In the new district.
Jack went slowly back to hla dog
sled and rode down the mountain In
the cold gray dawn of a new day.
After he had been to the recorder's
office and filed hls claim. Jack went
back to the cabin he had called home

tnnoiiA I1

Miss Hazel White has gone to Boston.
longs to both of ns. I’ve tiled It in our
Alton Grindle, who is working in InJoint names-yours and mine— partner.”
mill, is building a house.
"Jack, you are square!" shouted Brad galls’
Mrs. Caroline Gray has gone to Orono,
heartily as he threw down his paper
where she has employment.
und gripped Ills partner's bands.
“.There’s more to come," went on
Mrs. Warren Moore and infant daughJack, with merry eyes.
“My Beth ter returned from Brewer Sunday.
writes that her cousin. Beth Terry, has
Mrs. C. E. Johnson and little daughter
come on from New York for a visit,
Myrtle have returned from a visit in
Beth
that
Cousin
she
and
complains
Gardiner.
is eating out her heart for love of a
Mrs. Aurilla Green was taken to the
then
her
and
man who quarreled with
an
at Bangor for
operation
hospital
And
ran away to the Klondike.
my
Thursday.
Beth has ordered me to find that man
A.
13.
March
and bring him home with me to my
Beth—and his Beth! Shall I tell you
WINTER HARBOR.
his name, partner?"
H. H. Hanson is visiting his parents in
Tears stood in Brad Stowe’s blue
Coaticook, P. I.
He brushed them impatiently
eyes.
Greely Weston, of Boston, recently visaside.
ited bis parents here.
“You’re not kidding me, Jack?" he
The many friends of Mrs. W. H. Parker
stammered.
illness.
“Here’s her letter—and a letter all regret her continued

his hand on Jack's shoulder.
"I'm out of It. lad," he said quietly.
“Youder Is the promised land—go to

■Win—alone.”

Doris Sherman and

RUNAWAY

hundred feet of the coveted

around the belt of woods.
There was much surprise and some
disappointment when It was discovered that Jack had posted what appeared to be the most desirable claim on
the mountain, but the crowd was good

parch 1

lOllglie

NORTH ORLAND.

I

his mouth took on griui lines.
“There's a girl back home—there?”
he asked brusquely.
Jack swallowed. “Yep; Beth—Beth
Terry—my girl,” he said.
“Beth—Terry ?” echoed Brad Stowe,
stepping back and surveying the young
man with burning eyes. "Beth Terry
of New York?"
"Yes." admitted the surprised Jack.
"You are engaged to her?" asked the

He had Just driven In the last post
and written his name on It as Stowe
bad directed him to do one slay when
he had been explaining the procedure
to the tenderfoot, when there came the
sound of loud shouts and many cheers,
and several outdts whirled Into view

afid cuts out bite and

NEWS

COUNTY

Stowe observed him keenly. Suddenly the light faded from his eyes, and

Jennings.

—

And this little preachment is also for men who think
they’re on the right track. All to be said is that the sooner
you lay out a nickel or a dime for a supply of Prince
Albert, the sooner you’ll make a discovery that’ll be
worth a lot to your peace of mind and

''IIKUE's

dashed back across the
snow crust, and Jack dazedly hurried
forward and staked Ids claim to the
big triangular patch of snow that
marked the claim next to the famous

|

Forget you ever tried to smoke, for Prince Albert is so
different, such a fine flavor, so cool and cheerful and
friendly, you’ll get a new idea of smoke joy! The patented

ily.

a

j|

men who got away to a false start on a pipe
home-made cigarettes Prince Albert has a word
or two for what ails their smokeappetites!

Jack followed him. and presently
he looked up and saw the beetling
brow of Gold crag almost above him.
Stowe and Ills outfit had turned again
and were reaching up a narrow gully
that seemed to pierce the mountain,
but It slo|ied up gradually and narrowed to almost a footpath.
Both men left their sledges and faced each other.
"It's nip and tuck now, Jack," said
Stowe hardily. "I’ve led you all the
way up here, and, man. I'll give you nil
even chance for the claim. We've beaten the others by a mile, but we've got
to race some more. Will you try It, or
are you all In?"
Jack was panting heavily. Although
he had grown stronger and more muscular In the free life of the north, the
race was telling on him. Now, In the
brilliant light of the aurora, his face
looked haggard beneath his fur cap.
“Sure, I'll race you,” he panted heav-

Within

I

Fresh Start!

a

For

goal Stowe suddenly turned and put

“You can bet your life,” said the
ether quietly. "I've had about all of
.““ wild Ufe 1 can stand. I'm going
®*ck to the
States—not that there’s any
®ne
waiting there for me," he ended
gloomily. “I'll have to begin over

Get
or

trudging after him, spiritlessly, scarcely boiling to beat that long, strong j
stride of his mate's.

*°-lf he finds
any more—there'll be a
•tainpede for Gold crag, and you will
Went to he in
it, eh?”
Sure thing,” agreed Jack, encourag™ by the
experienced miner's outlook.
And you. Brad,
you would race for It
too?”

----

"We’ll never make It,” sighed Jack,
and he shouted the words to Stowe,
whose sled was In the lead.
"I know a short cut. Jack.” yelled
Stowe over his shoulder, and he pointed to the left, where his dogs were
leaving the trail and breaking through
the uutrodden snow of the mountain-

other hoarsely.
"Y'es; she's waiting for me to make
good. Let us go on. Brad. We’ll lose
out on this.” urged Jack anxiously.
"Y'ery well.” said Stowe wearily,
ami together they trudged on up the
i narrow detile until they reached the
open tract before the Jennings claim.
"It's half a mile beyond, there by
the broken pine tree." said Stowe over
his broad shoulder. He was leading
the way by a few feet, and Jack was

THKBK?"

™

peders.

SW' e was true.
Jack used to sit opposite him at the
little table, eying the great golden j
bearded giant and wondering what
feasible girl could ever refuse to mar-;
ry him. of course lie always excepted
Beth Terry, for Doth loved Jack Duncan and therefore was beyond eousid- j
erattou where Stowe^waa concerned.
All through the short, cold days an I
the long nights brilliantly Illuminated
by the flaming tongues of the aurora
borealis Jack worked and waited and
dreamed of the fortune that was to be
his.
Day after day lie set out with his
prospecting kit and his dog sledge to
return at tilglit woary and discouraged
at his failure.
Always Itrad Stowe encouraged him to renewed effort.
"There's bound to be a stampede
1
pretty soon. Duncan." he would say.
"There was a rumor yesterday that
Jennings hml struck It on Ids claim at
the verv edge of Hold crag. If that's

UIBL BACK HOMB
BB ASKKD BHCBqCBLT.

•

smile.

—'

center of tup nonnwesi auer two
months' travel, with a brief atop in
Seattle to visit nn old school friend.
Henshaw. who sent him on his way re
juicing with a letter of Introduction to
Brad Stowe of Imwson City.
-You'll find him the biggest and best
chap you ever met He'll stand by his
friends through thick and thin. Dunlie mnde a pile out here and
can.
lost it again—gambled It gway U; a
night. He's looking out for another
good claim, and I believe lie'll get It
too. He has luck, they say. In everything except love. Some girl turned
him down and sent him scooting Into
Henshaw had said
the wilderness."
these words In parting from young
Due an. and Jack had found that ev
erything In* had said In praise of Ilrad

A

a&bnrttsnntnt*.

bunch of letters that bore bW
name, "only, you see, I can't underJack guessed that the
big fellow was stand why you'd throw nway a fortune
•uffering from his old heart nffalr, and like that
claim on Gold crag when”—
he changed the subject to one less
per- I
“I'm a sentimental fool, that's why,"
sonal, so that When bedtime came
laughed Stowe, returning to his paper.
Stowe was his old cheery self
again.
"Indian Joe brought the mall In, and I
Jack wrote a letter to Beth
I
Terry suppose those letters are yours.
that night and in It he told her all
never get any."
about Brad Stowe and his troubles,
j Jack opened Beth's letter and read
It was a relief to the boy to
Its closely written pages to the end.
open his
heart to the quiet, gray eyed girl back When he lifted his
eyes they-- were
home. He wondered how he had ever
bright and sparkling with something
existed before Beth Terry and her besides excitement
mother came to San Francisco from !
He brushed his hand across his eyes
New 1 ork. Ills letter took on Stowe’s
and went over to his partner and laid
optimistic tone. "I’ll soon be home, his hand on the broad shoulder.
girlie." he wrote, "and I can see that
He winced when he noticed that the
little ranch near San Diego
coming big man was reading the paper upside
nearer all the time."
down.
Jack knew that Brad Stowe
Ha was awakened shortly after midneeded that claim.
night by a confusion of voices and the
“Funny thing. Brad," began Jack,
sharp bark of dogs, ns several sledges “but I've just had n letter from Beth.
passed the cabin. Brad SFowe heard Say, she will be surprised when she
them, too, and he was out of bed and hears that we've struck It rich, won't
pulling on his clothes with furious she?”
“I should think so," returned Stowe,
baste.
"Get Into your clothes, Jack,” he
trying to speak carelessly and falling.
Nice girl,
called to his mate: "there’s a stampede
“Congratulate you. Jack.
to Gold crag—Indian Joe Just yelled It eh?”
in my window. I’ll harness the dogs
“Yes; she is. Brad," he went on earwhile you dress and make some cof- nestly. “That claim on Gold crag befee.
Rustle, now, It’s the chance of
V
your life!"
Jack rustled, and In half an hour the
two men had swallowed steaming cups
of coffee and, gapped In furs, were
speeding up the trail toward Gold
crag In far pursuit of the first stain
a

I

My. Henry Knock, Box 850, No. 1118
8. Vista Ave., Janesville, Wta., writes:
•*1 wTote you about four weeks ago
that I had a pain in my stomach. I
followed your advice, and used three
bottles of your Peruna. and I am all
I am vory thankful for
right now.
your advice and your medicine.”

Leadership

A Housewife Restored.
Mrs. R. W. Copelan, Box 22, Greens-

boro. Ga., suffered several years with
catarrh of the stomach.
She was In
such poor health she could not attend
to her household duties at all.
Peruna
was recommended by neighbors.
She
was Induced to begin the use of Peruna.
She says: “After taking five bottles of Peruna I am happy to say that
I am entirely cured. My indigestion is

entirely gone.”
Once a Chronic Invalid.
Mrs. E. Riker, 503 Grant Ave., East

Cedar Falls, Iowa, was once a chronic
invalid. Four different doctors had been
consulted without avail. She had taken
live different medicines that had been
without
recommended,
Improvement.
Peruna was tried and the good result
was prompt and lasting.

Expresses Her Gratitude.
Mrs. Samuel Ruth, 535 Union Ave.,
Lebanon, Pa., Is able to say positively
that she has been cured by Peruna. She
can scarcely find words to express her
gratitude for her recovery. For many
years she had been a semi-invalid from
chronic catarrh.

Three substantial men, heads of families, made efficient
Three housewives restored to their
more by Peruna.
families. These are only samples of what Peruna ia doing
Surely, this is a splendid work.
•very day, everywhere.
Anything that conserves family life and makes the home
more desirable and comfortable, nourishes the heart root of
civilization. Peruna is a great ofvillzer.
onoe

I
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Mrs. Madeliene McFarland and little
son are with her mother, Mrs. Gertrude
Mosley.

|

William
rooms

Lurvey has rented the upper
Higgins’ cottage, and has

of C. L.

moved his family there.
Mrs. Estelle
Lerning, a student in
Shaw’s business college, Bangor, recently
visited friends here.

important part of a farm and should be kept in the best condition. This can
onlv be done bv restorirg to it the plant food that growing crops take away.
BONE, BLOOD no MEAT Fertilizers are plant foods in their most
natural forms. They feed the growing crops abundantly, enrich the soil
and keep it fertile and in best condition for subsequent crops.
Fortunately, we anticipated the shortage in potash, and in all sections of New
England, supplied fertilizers without potash, containing good percentages of
ammonia in the proper forms, as well as phosphoric acid. The results
prove conclusively that satisfactory crops can be grown with Essex, for a
time at least, on most soils without the application of potash. We offer
Essex Fertilizers with confidence that they will yield a full harvest.

George Haynes left last week for Connecticut to assist his brother in the
mobile-trucking business.

autoM.

March 13.

GOULD8BORO.
Miss

Addie

Guptill,

who

has

been

teaching in South Lagrange, is spending
her vacation with her sister, Mrs. Verna

I i»e<l Essex Fertiliser without potash in the center of a large field planted to potatoee
44 Potash Fertilizer, and this plot received just the same care as did the others.
The
results without potash are well-nigh unbelievable, as I received an actual yield at the
rate of ISO barrels of potatoes to the acre. These are facts which 1 can prove, the crop
in
the
of
harvested
witnesses.
W.
S.
presence
Me.
being
TAPLEY, Blaine,

on

Tracy.
was no preaching in the Metbochurch Sunday afternoon, owing to
the illness of the pastor, Rev. Roy C. Dalzell.
Jen.
March 13.

There

|

H
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See your dealer or write us.
ESSEX FERTILIZER CO, BOSTON, MASS.

dist

Pills Best for Liver
Because they contain the best liver medicines, no matter how hitter or nauseating,for
the sweet sugar coating hides the taste. Dr.
KiDg’s New Life Pills contain ingredients
that put the liver working move the bowels
freely. No gripe, no nausea, aid digestion.
Just try a bottle of Dr. King's New Life Pills
and Dotice how much better you feel. 26c. at
your Druggist.

ONE TRIAL

CASTOR IA
Far Infants and Children

In Un For Ovar 30Yaan

OF

Ballard’s Golden Oil
9

proven to thousands its wonderful merits for all throat and lung troubles. It cuts
the mu cons, draws the inflammation out of the throat, lunge ana bronchial tubes,
heals, soothes and removes the cause. Try It! Guaranteed and sold by all dealers, In
255c and 50c bottles.
has

wards went repnblloan. In Brewer
the democrats offered no opposition
Biddeford
to the republican ticket.
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What you
white.
white—natural
have been calling white is, in the
trade, blue-white. To give it that

taoacrlptlon Price—$2.00 a year; $1 00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; if raid
in

strictly

respectively.
rearages

75 and 58 cents
Single copies 5 cents. All arreckoned at the rate of $2 pet

advance,

are

$1 50,

the paper
through a
goes
bleaching or dyeing process in which
Since these
analine dyes are used.
dyes, which come from Qermany, can
no longer be obtained,
papers are
gradually adopting the natural white
color

rear

Adverttsirg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application
Business communications should be-addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
•ole to Thk Hancock County Publishing
Oo., Ellsworth, Maine.

Tli is week’s

edition

as

of Tte

American i$ 2*400 copies.

come, will be printed on the yellowish
It may
or natural white paper.
be some satisfaction to readers to
know that occulists declare that the

2,500 white

Average per week for 1914,

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH 15,1916.

REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.
The republican State convention for the
vear 1916 will he held in city hall, Portland.
Maine, on Thursday. March 23, at 10 o’clock
in the forenoon, (1) for the purpose of nominating six candidates for electors of President and Vice President of the United States;
(2) electing four delegates at large, and lour
alternates, to attend the republican national
convention to be held in the city of Chicago,
in the state of Illinois, on Wednesday, the 7th
day of June, 1916; (3) electing a State committee; (4) a district committee for each congressional district; (5) a county committee
for each county; and(6) formulating and
adopting a declaration of principles, or platform, in support of which the republicans of
Maine will appeal to the electors of Maine in
the ensuing campaign and the September
election; and also (7) transacting any other
business that may properly copie before the

yellow paper is more restful to the
eyes than the blue-white, especially
when reading by artificial light.
The
At last we are “In Mexico”.
watchful waiting policy has borne
A raid by Villa bandits on
new fruit.

Columbus, N. M., early last Thursday

morning

\

Mexico by this gov.
ernment, is to show the powerlessness of Carranza to control the situation, and cause armed interference
of

by the United States. While every
precaution ia being taken by this
into Mexico assuming the
intervention by
nature of armed
scrupulously confining its operations
to running down the bandits, tbe

expedition

temper of the Mexicans la such that
Carranza may not be able to control
bis own troops, and a clash that
would precipitate war is not improbable. The situation ia an exThe line between armed invasion and a punitive
expedition into foreign territory is
drawn extremely fine.

tremely delicate

one.

For Representative.
The generally acoepted form of announcement by men seeking public
office would convey a feeling of reluctance on the part oj tbe candidate.
Occasionally some more candid soul
says be wants tbe job and what goes
with it. In rare instances, the office
seeks the man.
Ellsworth to-day offers one of those
instances—and it has found the man.
Fulton J. Redman has been prevailed
upon to enter tbe primaries for the
for
nomination
representative to the legislature from Ells-

republican

worth and its class towns. Tbe republicans of Ellsworth, recognizing
i Mr. Redman’s fitness for legislative
office, have hoped for this announce-

A Peters,

ment

three Hancock county towns are entitled to more than one delegate—
Bluehiii and Bucksport three each and
Eden two. All other towns and plantations are entitled to one delegate—
and they won’t all send one.

war.

for him.
To the people

i

of

Ellsworth,

Mr.

college

being
Again steps
uniting the merchants’
and board of trade, for the general
Several times
good of Ellsworth.
the matter has been broached, and
taken for
association

once before
serious attempt
made to bring the union about, but it
fell through. Of the desirability of
such a union, there can be no queswas

j

tion. We hope the present effort will
bear the desired fruit.
from

the
West
Indies, sends word that he will not
enter into any contest for the presidential nomination, in the state pri-

and the law

school,

and wet-

corned him back as one of their own
when he returned two years ago, after
a few years in tbe practioe of law in
New York. But to tbe people of tbe
other towns in the legislative class
with Ellsworth, it may be necessary
to add that Mr. Redman is a son of
Erastns F. Redman and wife, of Dorchester, Mass,, formerly of Ellsworth,
and a nephew of the late John B.
Redman, of Ellsworth, one-time
democratic candidate for governor of
Maine, whose gift of speech, if not his
politics, be seems to have inherited.
COUNT*

GOSSIP.

Superintendent of Schools Ernest L.
Palmer, of tbe Eden and Hancock district,
baa tendered his resignation. He plans a
year’s rest on account of ill health.

In the same inwarning that “it

maries or otherwise.

terview he gives
would be a mistake to nominate me
anlese the country has in its mood
something of the heroic, unless it
feels not only like devoting itself to

j

ideals but to the purpose measurably
to realise those ideals in action”.

1

Bar Harbor is to have an up-to-date
street-lighting system, ornamental as well
as effective.
Tbe voters have authorized
the selectmen to make a contract with the
Bar Harbor ft Union River Power Co. for
a term of ten years.
It will be the first
system of tbe kind Installed in the State.
And now beautiful Somes sound, often
likened to the fjords of Norway, is to appear as such on the movie screen as the
soene of the burning of a Viking ship.
Soma down-east ssamsn may recognise in
the Viking ship an old bay ooaster long
familiar in theae parts. An EUsworth
man, Oapt. William P. Jordan, will be tbe
skipper of the Viking ship, and will skip
over tbe side into the oold, ootd water of
Somes sound. Tbe title of the play will be
“Tbe Modern Thelma.”

■

In lower Hancock hail

I have your letter concerning the international situation, and I am very glad to
hear from you and to know yonr sentiment*.
I have a great respect for yon, and do not
know of anybody in Maine, with a more
patriotic record. A man whose grandfather
fought in the Revolution, and whose father
in the War of 1812, and who, with three
brothers, fought in the War of the Rebellion,
ia entitled to have his opinion receive consideration and weight.
It may be that I see the matter in a little
different light than yon do, because I am on
the spot, and the situation is sometimes disThe President
torted in the newspapers.
does not hold his office with my vote or
yours, but be is the President of the whole
country just the same, and when he wrote us
a note and said that in hia negotiations with
Germany be was very much embarrassed by
the report that Congress was against him,was
there anything for a self-respecting American to do but to throw partisanship aside and
to vote to sustain the President as against

on

ev*au?

Saturd\j

March IS, 191$, at 7 80 o’clock, lor the
Moderator, George Harmon; clerk,
ow*
ing purpose a, to wit—
Arthur L Somes; selectmen, assessors, 1,
Political Snnouncnufnt.
One. To see if the organisation will rot.
A T Richardson, 2, Henry Clark, 3, Byron
change He bj -lews so that the date of |lH
nnal meeting 'which Is now the second Mon
►'or Representative.
P Carter; treasurer; Arthur L. Somes;
da? In January) shall be fixed at a later dau
1916.
Me.rch
7,
Mr.,
SoiTHWBfrr Harbor,
and an annual meeting he held this currCn*
collector, J A Freeman.
to the end that full and new
the
Claes
l-'ofere
year,
of
To the Republican
board Hr
Total appropriations, $12,002.
officials end committees may be elected .Z!
8nd
Towns of Ml. Desert. Tremont, Lamoine, appointed If deemed advisable.
TRENTON.
To
Two
and
Isles
action
ether
any
Bouthwest Uaibor, Cranberry
buainessthat
Frank
T
J
Moderator,
Hopkins; clerk,
may properly come bef »r* said meeting
Swan’s Island:
In Issuing this call. I take the opportonit.
Dunbar; selectmen, assessors, J W Remto recall to notice lbs provisions of %rtiel.
wish to make the announcement that
I
E
R
treasurer
D Ladd,
G Leland;
ick,
IV of present by Uws that any citisen of
nomination
a candidate tor the
Ellsworth may become a member of he ss.
and collector, Frank Dunbar; street com- 1 shall be
•oclation before said meet ng bv paying the
for the representative to the next legismissioner, L B Googins.
annual dnea of one dollar for this \ear
lature in the Jane primarlea from that all such will be recognised as qualified
Total appropriations, $3,496.20.
voters
class, and respectfully aak all to give me at such meeting
It ia particularly desired that all members
8URRT.
their support.
of the Kllaworth Merchants associ »tion. who
Moderator, A L Morgan; clerk, E N Osare net already memh- ri of the
JositpH D. Philup*.
Kllsworth
Board of Trade avail theroaelvea of this on.
good; selectmen, assessors, G E Cousins,
portunity. Inasmuch as it la tntendei.if *D
M A Gaspar, L F Treworgy; treasurer and
annual meeting this year !• thus m*de possi.
airomiwmmth
ble to insert in the call for eucb annual meetcollector, E D Smith.
ing articles providing for a vote by all mem!
Total appropriations, $4,970.
with much experi- bera of the association upon the question of
e ice and training in
adopting
appropriate action. 8o th »t there
SORRENTO.
Msssachusettawould shall hereafter be no occasion for more than
P L Aiken; clerk, CDSarone
organisation
Moderator,
m giltcases.
like
Germany?
Special- worth, and to give of this character
opportunity to all in interTbe resolution that was tbe subject of dis- gent; selectmen, assessors, N P Foster,
ty made of pneu- e-t to effect any changes in officials, commitFred Goodwin, P L Aiken; treasurer, C D monia and fever cases. Will also do ob- tees, or name of or%autsatton desired
cussion was not a proper one to have passed.
Recommended by Ellsstetrical work.
Jons O. Whitubv. Pres.
It said in substance that this government Sargent; collector, C H Workman.
Kllaworth Board of Trad*.
worth phvsicians.
Apply to Miss M.
would withdraw its protection from its citiTotal appropriations, (4,004.84.
Elizabeth Ooogine,232 Main 81., Ellsworth
zens who traveled on the high aeas in a manNOTICE Of WITHDRAWAL^
119-12.
Me.
Telephone
WINTER HARBOR.
ner that they have been traveling for one
ia hereby given that H. 8. Young
Moderator, H G Smallidge; clerk, H
| has this day withdrawn from the part>TOT!CK
hundred and fifty years, and had a right to
nership heretofore existing between C. B.
travel. If we had yielded in that respect, E Joy; aelect men, assessors: J 8 Bragg,
Enaurancr Statrmint*.
Young, H. W Young and said H. .8 Yonag]
under the Arm name of C. B Young A 8ons!
they w uld then have asked us to yield in C E Grover, B T Bickford; treasurer
All debts due the said partnership »re to he
KHOIIK ISLAND INSURANCE CO.
some other point, and England would have
E Joy; street comand collector, H
and ell accounts against t e same will
paid,
asked us to yield in our controversy with her, missioner, E
PROVIDBBCBs R. I.
C Hammond.
be discharged, at the place of business of the
and the first thing we knew we would have no
late Arm in Hancock, wheie the busm* *. «|||
Total appropriations: (12,500.50.
ASSETS DECEMBER SI. 1*14.
H
be continued by C
H
W
I

left

at

all

obliged

vote to sustain the ancient
rights of American citizens, and I believe
that is also the safest thing to do. 1 am very
strongly opposed to war; I shall do all I can
to prevent it. But in time of crisis with a
foreign government, I think it is my duty to
stand by this government, and when American rights are questioned I must vote to uphold them.
Please believe that I have the same interest and desire in regard to peace, that you
have, and am doing all I can to promote it.
and that I will try to use the best judgment
the Lord gave me. to that end; and please believe that I am doing the best I can for my
country and for my constituents.
Yours very truly,
John A. Pbtses.
am

FRANKLIN.
weeks.
Mrs. O.

8TONINOTON.

to

The high school closed Friday, for two
C. Havey visited in Ellsworth

Moderator, P. T. Clarke; clerk, Elmer
W. Calley; selectmen, assessors: J. E.
Small, T. P. Barbour, Frank M. Trundy;
treasurer, Frank L. Webb; collector, J. S.
Snow.

M King; selectmen and assessors, Kufus
Hodgkins, William C Wallace, Clarence B
Young; treasurer, Elwood M King; collector, Forrest Richardson; street commissioner, E F Walker.
Total appropriation, (3,065.
MT. DESERT.

Moderator, Jerome H Knowles; clerk,
William S Holmes; selectmen and assessors. Ernest A Atwood, Edward A Hodgdon, Alden E Nason; treasurer and collector, Merritt T Ober.
Total appropriations, (57,090.
PENOBSCOT.

Mrs. Everett Morse is spending
in

week

a

Cberryfleld.
Carroll

Dunn, of West Gouidaboro,

thirty-nine

meeting

warrant

Sellers, H W Lowell; treasurer,
collector, 1 W’ Bowden.
Total appropriations, (7,423.33

W M
was

in town last week.

The town

Moderator, N L Heath; clerk, A P Leach;
selectmen and assessors, M C Devereux,

articles.

Moderator, H D Wakelield; clerk, W H
Julien
Sherman; aelectmen, assessors,
Emery, E G Fsbbri, George B Dorr, Henry
H Law ford, Charles T Green, Joseph A
Stevens, Max Franklin; treasurer and collector, Charles F Paine; street commisbioner, Lester P Carter.

appropriations, (177,600.
CRANBERRY

have moved down the

Harvey B. Bragdon
gor Saturday. His
from Whitinsville,
been

employed

bay

to

Egypt.

visitor in BanEdward is home
Mass., where he has
was a

son

several months.

The next rehearsal of the young people's
choir will be with Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell
Thursday evening. Their assistance at
the Sunday evening services is much ap-

ISLES.

clerk, Leslie R Bunker;
Frank E Stanley,
Andrew E Stanley, Frank A
Johnson;
treasurer, Leslie R Bunker; collector,
Charles E Stanley; street commissioners,
Leander R Bunker, Irving Spurling, William F Stanley.
Moderatoi and

selectmen,

assessors,

HANCOCK.

Moderator, O W Foss; clerk, O L Crabtree; selectman, assessors, Ivory H Foss,
W H Ball, George B Bridges; treasurer,
Alfred B Crabtree; collector, George L
Stewart.

Total appropriations, (5,310.

March 14.

B.

Friends of Nason Crimmin were grieved
of bis death, which occurred
March 3 at Gardiner, following an operation for gangrene. He was a former wellknown resident of Franklin, and a member of the G.
A. R. poet here.
He was
seventy-five years of age and is survived
by one brother, D. L. Crimmin, of Hallowell, three children—Mrs. H. I. Hodgkins,
of Bar Harbor; Mrs E. C. Reid, of North
Jay, Jesse L. Crimmin, of Gardiner, and
five grandchildren.
Interment was at
Hallowell.
to learn

Moderator, W M Pettee; clerk, F A
Noyes, selectmen, assessors; W B Blaisdell, James Scott, E W Doyle; treasurer,
Frank L Carletou; collector, Pearl Tripp.
Total appropriations, (9,233.

rill; treasurer and collector, E W
Total appropriations, (2,506.96.

Bttrriil.

BROOKUN, ME.
H Flye;

Moderator, R

F
clerk, G
E T Kane,
selectmen, assessors:
8 E McFarland, H M
Pease; treasurer,
F M Cole; collector, M L Dodge.
Total appropriations: (4,979,75.
Gott;

Arvsrd DeWitt, of Brewer, is at home
account of illness.

SUmcrtiscmrott.

BAD STOMACH TROUBLE
Yields to Delicious Vinol
bad stomach trouble for years sod became so
Weak 1 could hardly walk or do any
work. My appetite was poor, my food
would not digest, I bloated and was very
weak and nervous. I tried many remedies without help. I saw Vinol advertised and triad it. and now my stomach
trouble is completely eared and I am
well."—E. L. Msmhsu..
Vinol is guaranteed to tone up the
tired, over-taxed and weakened nerves
at the stomach and create strength.
Geo. A. Fare her, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me
s

spent

*

B.

Yocxo.

lo g.

io an (mou* interested lu either u, mt r»Utei hereinafter named:
a prohate court
neld at Ellsworth, in and
tor the county of Hancock, on the »*•>,. ath
day of March, a. d 1916.

;

fo'lowing
S r|*HR
vented for the
1

mafers having been preaction thereupon hereinindicated, it la hereby ordered:
That
notice thereof he given to a I per«on« interested. by causing a Copy of tbta order to bg”
three weeks me ruinin tbs
,11-woith American, a n-wspap
published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that thev
may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, In aaid county, «.n the fourin dav of
April, a. d 1916. at ten of th** clock in’tbt
forenoon, and be beard thereon if thev
after

<M

MM* 30

Kobllshed

900.000 00
339.220 90
44

J. B. MOKTBLL, AOENT.
Fire, Life and Accident Iniurance.
Representing some of the best companiev in
the United States.
Bluehill, Maine.
Exchange Bldg.

cause.

Jfcr San.

HARDY NURSERY

8.

STOCK;

OTBAWHKRRV V unit a ■p*ciallj. Writ,
O for catalogue.
Hancock County Nrmir Co., Surry, Me.

.Harsh May Raton, late of B'ooklln. in mid
A certain lustruuient purcounty, deceased
porting to be the la-1 will and te-tanient
of said deceased, together with peiltt n for
probate thereof, presented by Ethel M. Eaton,
the executrix therein named.
Judson L. Welch, late of Borrento. in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
C\ If 1‘reble. executor, filed for settlrnicnt.
Eugene 8. Thumbs, late of ('astlne. in «aid
county, deceased. F'ioal accouut of Ralph 8.
Ward welt, executor, filed for settlement
Julia A Btewart, late of Peuobsooi. is »tid
county, deceased. First and final account of
Fred 0. Hill, administrator, tiled for
ttie-

William R.
late of Burry, io said
county, deceased. Final account of Bernice
C. Phillips, executrix, filed for settlement.
Hannah Bonsey, late of Ellsworth, in said
iai (
Bounty. dscsuisC. F\rst ami final
Helen K. Bonsey, administratrix, filed for
MONEY bv buying dreaa material
settlement.
and coatiugs direct from the Camden
Edmund Bonsey. late of Ellsworth, in said
Woolen Mills
Write for samples and state county, deceased. First and final accoantof
Helen K Bonsey, administratrix, flied for
F. A. PACKARD. Mgr.
garment planned.
settlement.
Retail Dept., Box 95, Camden, Me.
Thomas Nickerson, junior, and Elizabeth
minors,
Hardy Nickerson,
formerly of
house on Kim street; arWellesley, Massachusetts, but now of seaUls.
Fifth
account
of
Frederick JWashington.
for
one
or
two
families.
ranged
Buyer
can occupy part, and rent the rest, and tht 1 Barnett, guardiaa. filed for settlement.
Noah Brooks, late of Caeiins. io said county,
house wi 1 pay for itself.
Fins opportunity;
easy terms. Haaby L. Ckabtbkb. Elis worth, deceased. Tenth account of Charles C. I pbam. trustee, filed for settlement
Maine
Albion fimltu. late of Bwao’s Island, is said
on Lamoine road known as the Wm
Petition fi ed by N T.
county, deceased.
B. Mitchell farm, containing 90 acre*, Morse, administrator with the will annexed,
more or Ir*s. orchard, wood.ot. pasture aid
for license to sell certain real e*:ate of said
tillage land; one small budding on place. deceased, as described in sa d petition
For particulars inquire of B. A. MrrcHBLL or
Lucetta Giles, late of Kilswortb. lu said
ABTHl'B H MiTCHKLL. Ellsworth.
Petition filed by K E
county, deceased.
Mason, administrator, for lieense to sell oerSALE—One Silent
Salesman cigar
tain real estate of said deceased, as described
Salesman sandry case,
esse, 1 Silent
2 hanging show giobea. 1 wrapping counter > in said petit leu.
Sarah J. Colson, lake of Castine, in raid
19 fee
1 writing desk. 2 upright wallcases, all :
Petition filed by Georgs
in first-class condition, at reasonable prices. ccuoty, deceasedK. Parsons, administrator, for lice se to ae’.l
—G. A. Fabchbb.
certain real estate of said deceased, aa deODOING HOUSE. 44 Upton St., Boston, scribed In said petition
J Mass IS rooms, all let. Wi'l sell at a
Charles H. Bowden, late of Bucksport. In
said county, deceased. Petition flied by Fred
great sacrifice on account of illnasa. W. F.
LURvar, McKinley, Me.
R. Page, an mlaistrator. that no o der be issued to distribute among the heirs at law of
said deceased, the amount remaining io the
hands of said administrator, upon the settlement of hla first account.
Augusta M Peters, late of Bluehlll, in said
county, deceased
Petition filed by Alice A.
Holt, executrix, that the amount of the inheritance tax on said saints, be determined
cl see, desirable
tenement
/11 by tbe Judge of probate
Vallie L. Grlndle, an innane person, of
modern coneunlencea and atable. Fot m
Buck«port, In said county. First account of
Theodore If. Hmith. guardian, filed for settleDr.
erly
Greely house on south aide of Msin ment.

WOOLEN8

»

SAVE

TWO-STORY
FARM
F)R
I

a

few

Desirable Tenement

JjjMRST

street,

nearly opposite Qanoock halt

Jianuei

App y

nogeri,

late of

worrento,

in

Petition that Fred L.
suitable perron be spadministrator of the estate of raid
ceased, presented by Pred L. Goodwin, next
house of Mrs. L. J.
Reeves, 114 State St All modern Im- best friend and creditor of eaid deceased
Andrew J. Palis, late of Ellsworth, in «sid
provements; electric lights, bathroom, hot
and cold water up stairs and down; hard- county, deceased.
Pinal account of Prances
wood floors, furnsce. good haro. large garden A. 8ml h, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Almeda Goodwin, late of Penobscot, in said
plot. Inquire of Joan a. Htuabt. Rliaworth.
Petition that Alber. Pcounty, deceased.
Leach or some other suitable person be ap*
administrator of tbe se ats of said
aXotirra.
ceased, presented by Martha J Noyes, snot
of said deoeased
NOTICE or DISSOLUTION.'
Isaac fts. Goodwin, lets of Penobscot, in
partnership heretofore eslstlng under said
county, deceased. Petition that Albert
the Arm name of Walker A
Crabtree, of F Leach or some other sal able person be apHancock, county of Haucock, Matte, consistadministrator of the estate of said
iog of P.E. Walker and LB. Orabtree. both
eceased, preseated by Martha J. Noyes, sisot said Hancock, is on this date dissolved.
The bnaioeas will be conducted in the future ter. of said dectased.
bv P E. Walker, who assumes the
vND B. CLARK, Judge of said court.
obligations BERTH
of said partnership, and to whnn all
A true copy of tbe original.
debts
due said partnership are
E. Pusan. Register
payrpHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
WALIBI A Cbastmb.
X he has been duly appointed executor
Hancock, Maine. March 1,1916.
of the last will and testament of
ELLEN D. ALLEY, late of ELLSWORTH,
AUPKIt NOTICE.
contracted with the City of Ells- in tbe connty of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
worth to support and care for those who being required by the terms of eaid will. *•;
may need assistance during Ave years begin- persons having demands against the estate of
said decease! are desired to present tbe same
*'* l®**1 r'"MenU ot
Kllawortb. I forbid all pcraoos trusting them I lor set tlement, and all indebted thereto are reon m, account, aa thrre la
plant, of room nnd 1 quested to make payment immediately.
accommodations to care for tnem at the City i
PnauY W. allsy.
Fnrm bonaa.
Aatnoa B. MiTCneLL.
_March 7, 1916.
to C. C. Bt

w>unty.

Goodwin

a bill.

deceased.
or

some

Sotnted

HOUSE—Eight-room

xpinal

Kinted

THE

Jointed

NORTH KLLSWORTH.

Mrs. Frank Moors
in Bangor, last week.

Schools will open March 3D.

Shreveport, Le-—“ I had

Moderator, G A Gray, clerk, Leslie F
Burrill; selectmen, assessors: George W
Brewster, Charles 1 Merrill, Leslie F Bur-

on

BROOKLIN.

•1.533.790

II.

Za let.

SULLIVAN.

DEDHAM.

preciated.

Total liabilities snd

Young

oame of

Phillips,

EDEN.

Total

9

in

At

M2 77
6?4.4<3 97

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Alt other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

surplu*.

44

the A

Hancock. Maine. March 11.

fl.Wt.0l2M
S0.2S2 12

Admitted asset*.
tl.934.790
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31. 1915.

Young.

under

Boos.

ment.

Ward well;

contains

John *V. Blaisdell is filling a contract
for cedar posts for a Boston party.
Mrs. Abbie Dunn left Thursday for
Blaine, to visit her daughter, Mrs. E. L.
Lowell.

M A

WAItaS
9.H9 *>2

Young,

K

Young A

W.4 9 B

Gross asset*.
Deduct Item* not admitted,

LAMOIKE.

and ii

1,144,490 Si

Stock* and bond*.
Cash in office end bank,
Agent*' balance*.
Interest and rents.
All other assets,

Moderator, F L Hodgkins; clerk, Elwood

last week.

some

no
Redman
needs
introduction.
They have known him as a boy, they
! have followed him during his years
away from here, through Bowdoin

CLEMENT>B?rXrSL
—

ever

i one

STORE

immm

■

S. J.

law, a clear thinker and ready in deHildred Bunker has
Misa
gone to
bate, a natural orator, and possessing Eddington to spend her vacation with her
{ that gift called personal magnetism, aunt, Mrs. Marguerite Phillips.
once launched on a public career, his
The tents of the smelt fishermen still
j friends predict a far voyage and a fair dot tbe ice off Shipyard point, though

Germany has formally declared war
whose sympathies all
on Portugal,
along have been with England in the
The seizure of German ships in
war.
Portuguese ports was the immediate
cause for the declaration of war by
Germany.

MUSIC

established

•'

|

now

Reliable

Old

BUCK SPORT.

an

Mrs. Helen M. Worcester, with little
Frances Stone, returned from Old Town
since he returned to his
Saturday.
native town to make his home. Up
Tbe poles and wires from East Franklin
to
he has been a helper of
now
to A. S. Gray’s on Sullivan woods road are
a
himself.
candidate
others; never
being removed.
But destiny
never
more
clearly
Mrs. W. E. Bragdon, with daughter
marked a man for publio service, and
Helen, will leave for Portland this week
is not to be denied. Trained in tbe to visit her daughter Edith.

progressive State
held at Bangor
Wednesday, April 5, is out. Only

{

OKsst is* lot I. lift** Milas. twry** M »• Mi* hi *•■ »li*i Hi* *.
Moderator, Archie L White; cleric,
Sheet Music «nd Music Books. Motocyclss, Bicycles, Sewing
assessors:
H
selectmen,
Carley;
Harry
Machines, Victor end Edison Talking Machines, Typewriters,
Sherman
Fred
W
Albert
in
Dunham,
Wilson in foreign affairs, especially
Smith,
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards of local elsws.
colW
F
Albert
Davis; treasurer,
Page;
dealings with Germany, and nrging him
Always Alive to Customers’ !„.
Always Reliable, Always Cp-to-date,
to vote in favor of the resolutions warning lector, Burke Leach.
tercets. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.
Total appropriations: $23,500.
Americans to travel on the high seas at
NONE METTEK
MADE.
; GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
their own risk, explains why he stands
BROOK8V1LLK.
payimi ■: m t terms ifdesired
easy
behind the President in the position be
Moderator, M D Chatto; clerk, George
has taken.
H Tapley; selectmen, assessors: F J Peris
over
Mr,
Peters’ correspondent
kins, E. L. Gray, Edwin J Smith; treasseventy-nine years old, and he states the urer and collector, William H Stover.
"*
his grandfather
remarkable facts that
Total appropriations: $6,609 33.
.............. n m i
....
served seven years in the Revolutionary
BLCEHILL.
war and was with Washington at Valley
&pt fal Vman.
EAGLE LAKE.
Moderator, Forrest BSnow; clerk, WalForge, his father was in the War of 1812, ter E Stover; selectmen, assessors: Austin
A daughter waa born 10 Mr. and Mra. j SPECIAL MEETING OP
and with Scott at Lundy’s Lane, and the
MEM«rKSi,r
T Stevens, Harvey H McIntyre, Fred 8 Hollis Linsoott Feb. 2ft. [Mary L.]
KLLDWUKTH HOARD OP
I
writer himself and three brothers all
Mra. Howard Linsoott has returned T>ursuant to authority tn meTKAbC
Hinckley; treasurer, I E Stanley; colrested u
served three years in the War of the
home from Ellsworth, where ahe was : IT Article III of Ihatfy-Uwt of Se
lector, Charles A Snow.
tt
called by the Illness of her mother andsla- j worth Board of Trade, the members of
Rebellion.
Total appropriations: $13,309
are
organisation
hereby called to rneett
ter.
Mr. Peters wrote him as follows:
Mar. 14.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
_*• special meeting at ibe room of the aasoeiltti8
in

Congressmen
open letter to a Maine veteran who wrote
him deprecating the course of President

country, by arrangement with' the
Carranza government, to prevent this rights

The call for the
convention, to be

The republicans won deoislve victories in four of the five cities in
which municipal elections were held
Monday. In Belfast former Mayor
Hanson met the most decisive defeat
in hie career. In Augusta, Blaine 8.
Vllee was re-elected mayor by a plurality of 520 votes, and the republicans carried seven of the eight wards.
In Bangor, John F. Woodman was reelected mayor, and five of the seven

of Carranza as

recognition

president

high prices.

Roosevelt,

were

since the

An export tax of 50 cents a gallon
on gasolene is being nrged by some to
prevent further shortage of gasolene
in this country, with the resultant

Ool.

of

territory, and arrangeimmediately maae ror
sending a large force Into Mexico to
There is little
run tbe bandits down.
doubt that tbe object of Villa, ever
ments

be elected subsequent to the
date of this call in order to be eligible to participate in tbe convention.
The S;ate committee will be in session in
reception hall adjoining city hall at 9 o'clock
in tbe forenoon of tbe day of the convention
to receive the credentials of the delegates.
Ou the evening before the convention tbe
8tate committee will hold a public meeting
in the dining room of the Falmouth hotel,
Portland Maine, at 8.80 o’clock, at which
meeting all delegates, and others interested
in the welfare and success of tbe republican
party, will bsve an opportunity to make suggestions, and assist in formulating and drafting a de laration of principles, or platf rm,
to be presented to tbe convention for consideration, amendment and adcption.
All electors of Maine who are opposed to
the policies of the democratic party and in
sympathy with the purposes and aims of the
republican party, without regard to past political affiliations, are cordially invited and
urged to assist tud unite in electing delegates
from the several cities, towns and plantations, to participate in the proceedings of this
convention.
Per order republican State committee.
Frank J. Ham, Chairman.
H. H. Hastings, Secretary.
The following list shows tbe number of
delegates to which each city, town and plantation in Hancock county is entitled.
Amherst.1 Penobscot. -.-2
Aurora .1 Sedgwick.8
Bluebill.8 Sorrento.1
2 Southwest Harbor 2
Brooklin.
Brooksville.2 Stonington.1
Bucksport.8 Sullivan.2
Cssline.2 Surry.1
Cranberry Isles.1 Swan’s isUnd.1
Dedbam.1 Tremont...I
Deer Is'.e.3 Trenton.1
East brook.1 Verona.1
Eden.6 Waltham.1
Ellsworth.8 Winter Harbor.1
Franklin.8
Plantations
Oouldsboro.8
Hancock.8 Long Island.1
Laniom-.1 No. 21.1
Mariaville.1 No. 83.1
Mount Desert.3
73
Orland.8
Total,
Otis.
1

a

killing

into Mexican

must

are

the

civilians,

and has precipitated a new crisis in our relations
with Mexico. A small
troop of
American cavalry chased the bandits

The basis of representation will be as follows:—Each city, town and plantation will
be entitled to one delegate, and for each
seventy-five voies cast for tbe republican
candidate for governor in 1912 an additional
delegate, *nd for a traction of forty votes in
excess of
seventy five votes an additional

Tbe unlucky thirteenth has
been drawn into tbe European

In

resulted

about twenty

convention.

delegate.
Delegates

the stock of blue* white becomes

exhausted. And so The American
this week, and for several months to

TOWN MEETING*.

POSITION.

Why He Stand* Behind the President Officers Elected for the Year In Hancock County Towns.
In Armed Ship Issue.
John

If you do not like the yellowish hue
of The American this week, don’t
blame us; charge it up against the
As a matter of
war lords of Europe.
fact, the paper of this week’s Issue is

AT

CONG. PRTRR8’

days

Frank and Forrest Moore have finished
work with their teams, st Goose pond,
and are home.
•too Howard, BlOO
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to core in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Core Is the only positive care now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional
treatment. Hall's
Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of tbs
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient strength
toy building up the constitution and assistTbs proing nature tin doing its work.
prietors have so much faith In its curative
powers that they otter One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it fails to curs. Bend
for list of testimonials.
Address: P. J. CHENEY * OO.,Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

__Attest:—B

and'demands
_

HAVING

|

_

__

subscriber hereby gives notice that
CARD or THANKS.
she has been duly appointed administrawish to eepraea onr aincara thnnkr trix of the
estate of
and gratitude to tbe neighbors and
GEORGE P. GALLEY, late of TEE MONT,
rrieada tor their men, klndnaaaaa nnd
a,m- I
path, abown during onr recent bereaeament- In tbe county of Hancock, deceased, end
<«“' frt.nd.for U. given bonds as ths law directs. All persons
bean
fl
oaring demands against the estate of eata
deceased are desired to present the same for
Oaoaon M. Panama ana Family
reCnatina. Maine.
( settlement, and all Indebted thereto are
quested to make payment immediatelyViola M. Washes, Rockland. Ms.
NOTICE.

THE

WE

Ufa/1 oVe re*"

February », lilt._

A l*L pereona holding townordara
drawn
oenanrar of Tramont.
Malar,
Prl°' *® February Id, laid, am herabe
anma for
on
payment
,l ,, M
««•

arblaraArnSniM1!!
Su?uI?ttSu.
B. B. Bann.

When the mailorder house

Treasurer ot Tramont.

f

town whose local merchants do not oa

lBU"*r-“i

*

forties, if fattens its catalogue mating
Uel

aTrtjfrttifmenti.

[

Library—Moor* (ward 4), Brown, Small.
Licensee— Foil board.
Pensions—Full board.
Tbe printed rales and orders governing
previous boards were adopted.
It was voted to charge interest on taxes
after August 1, at tbe rate of one-half of
one per cent., same to be added to and beceme a part of tbe tax.
A

Monday evening,
the budgit of appropri-

taken to

recess was

March 27, when
will be taken up.

ations

iijnrtl* imttrti.

BARG ENT V1LLE.

City poor—Small, Moore (ward 2), Weecott.

Capt. John H. Bennett, o(
waa

the

barge 781,

borne laat week.

at

Charles K. Foster and wile spent part of
last week in Portland.
Mrs. Joseph W. Spinney is spending
days at Little Deer Isle.

a

few

Roy H. Orindie, of the steamer Camden,
spending two weeks in town.

is

Mrs. Charles Simmons has been the guest
Lucius D. Bridges, at Sedgwick.

of Mrs.
Miss

Crops That Count

Vera N. Harding, who is attending
Caatine, is at home for a few

school at

One big crop counts much, but it is the same first-class yield
And to keep your soil
year after year that brings in the money.
rich and fertile, you must restore the food that crops take away—
nature’s food. Good seed, good crops and good money are the
results of using nature's fertilizer of BONE, BLOOD and MEAT.
Lowell Animal Fertilizers are the right fertilizers because they
are made out of BONE, BLOOD, MEAT and high grade chemicals.
Lowell Fertilizers not only make one crop grow, bat they
enrich the soil and make it continually productive.
Try feeding your soil with animal food—it is the very thing
to make abundant crops.
See the Lowell agent nearest you. It will pay you to have a
talk with him about our fertilizers.

weeks.

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Hrratio J. Lymburner and Albert Bill-

Ira B. Hagan went to Augusta on Mon-

day.
proved all that was claimed for it when I
urged its adoption in 1906. As appears by
tbecity report of the year 1915. all taxes
egally assessed from the year 1906 to 1914
inclusive, under the contract system, have
been paid into tbe city treasury.
Mr. John ff. Hreenahan, tbe collector
for nearly all these
years, is up to bis contract for 1916, and is to be
congratulated
for the work he bas done for tbe
The uncollected taxes for several city.
years
prior to 1906, under the old percentage
system, amount to fl4,000 nearly enough

INAUGURATION.
organized
city government
for the year.

haoerthv takes

mayor

skat

fob

TERM -MINOR OFFICBB8
AND SALARIES FIXED.

eighth
ELKtTED

to carry on tbe highways and schools for
municipal government of Ellawortb one year.
AlderMond,YU nttemen, I want to thank
th«
»«*r
you for
—.niicd «<*
wassbeent on account of III- your attention, and 1 want to sincerely
mw Small
thank the citizens of Kllsworth for tbe
election
the
The hoard orgaoiied by
honor conferred upon me.
"TTid Weacott aa preaident.
of
return,
the
the
to accept
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
It was voted
ward clerk* ea evidenced election,
The board then proceeded to the elecfollow..
the roll wa.cell.de.
tion of officers, with the following results:
K. Weacott.
^■ird i -Horace
City clerk:
2- Frank R. Moore.
T B llale..
3_ lenn H. Brown.
The clerk was sworn in by Mayor HagH. Moore.
TM

Tad

4-Fugene

erthy.

6—Abeent.

City

ward 2 and Moore of ward
Aid Moore of
a committee to eecort the
4 were chosen
chair. Prayer waa offered by
nmyor to the
of office wea
U,j J NV. Tickle. The oath and alderto the mayor
mro administered
Hale.
men by City Clerk

MAYOB’S

treasurer:

C W Joy..
Collector:
John H Hresnahan.4
Assessor for three years, in place of
William Uoggtna, elected to fill tbe unexpired term of tbe late Frank 8 Lord:
William Ooggins ..4
Chief engineer of fire department:
Koy J Goodwin.4

MBSSAOB.

who
The message of Mayor Hsgerthy,
of thw board for
mok bis seat at tbe bssd
term, waa read by City Clark
Hale, as follows:

i^.igbtb

First assistant:
William H Brown.4

to
the mean time 1 salt you, gentlemen
the section of
look after hia interests and
as
you
the citr he represents as carefully
with the
will your own. You, gentlemen,
one number, have had exof
exception
affairs. Tb® k”ow’
perience in municipal
will be helpful
you have acquired
out this year’s
in planning and carrying
call
to
your attenIwant briefly
work
under
tion to a few of the department*

your

Inspector

Auctioneers —E

fund*, done the previous year.
We feel t at we met that situation, and
i that our permanent work for 1915 will
aland the test. With a liberal appropriation
for the ensuing year we can complete work
be
in parts of the city that could not
reached before. The so-called trunk line

|
j

!

K

Hopkins, George

B

Maynard

A

Member of school board for three

years in
K Hopkins:
place
M Y McGown.3
Koy C Haines.1
of E

MAYOR'S APPOINTMENTS.
I

8CHOQL#.
An important change wae made in our
•cbooU system last
By uniting
year.
with the town of Prankltu in the employ- j
n*nt of a superintendent of schools, we
• ere fortunate in
securing the services of
Prof. William H. Patten, a gentleman with ;
years of experience.
By so doing we are
better
•Mured of expert service and
•chools for the entire city. This plan and
the work already outlined ahould be continoed. and I suggest that in making the
for this department you ;
Appropriation
give it careful consideration.

Mayor

Hagerthy

announced

pointment of John H. Silvy,

as

the

city

ap-

mar-

HANCOCK HALL.
I want to
say a word of praise for Mr.
the janitor, who has taken such a
interest in this building. Not
w
years, perhaps, baa it been in as good
condition as at the present time.

Personal

POOR.

Mr. Mitch ll, in
charge of thia depart™*nt, is giving satisfaction. The farm is
Iup, and to my knowledge
ibmg is being left undone by him.
Tbe system of
collecting by contract

'itforrtiennrnt*.

,

The appointment was confirmed by
board, and Mr. Silvy was sworn in by
the city clerk. City Marshal Silvy has re-

appointed Joseph McIntosh as night
officer. The mayor also announced the
reappointment of Fred E. Cooke, cs
janitor of Hancock hall, and the appointment was confirmed.
It was voted to bold the regular monthly
meetings the first Monday evening of each
month, at 7.90 o'clock.
A recess was taken to 3 p. m.
AFTERNOON

SESSION.

board of health, f20 each,
secretary of board, |S additional.
City marshal and night policeman, fl.78
Members of

a

day.
Inspector
Inspector

of

own

conveyance.

The mayor announced the following apin addition to those made at
the forenoon session:
Janitor library, E. E. Springer.
Librarian, Miss M. A. Hodgkins.
Matron of reading room, Mrs. H. H.

pointments,

Emerson.
J. H. Silvy and Eugene CBrlisle
elected truant officers.

Grip

<J0HN80N*8
ANODVNB

*• “• bitter
mmqf” of

Qrtpp«, Ooucha
•ndOoldt.

—

OVER lOO YEARS

II

were

appointed by

follows:
Accounts and claims—Pull board.
Finance— Moore
(ward 4), Weecott,
Small.
City property—Pull board.
Highways, sidewalks and bridges—Poll
board.
Fire department—Brown, Moore (ward
2), Weecott.
Electric lights—Moore (ward 4), Brown,
Small.
the mayor

liniment

***

were

STANDING COMMITTEES.

Standing committees
as

Mrs. Nora Jane Stafford, wife of Frederick Burgess
Stafford, of 18 Brooks
street, Brighton district. Boston, died
Thursday, March 9. For live yearsshe had
been given the best medical attention, and
had submitted to several surgical operations

which

failed to

accomplish

the

were

were on

community

was

which

ployed

(ew years in

a

developed suddenly

before her
of

cold.

a

death,
Mrs.

after

Joy

few

a

Cambridgeport,

the

couple

had

always

lived

Mrs. Stafford had
friends.
where

a

in

circle of

every
been
was a

most

blessed with

was

and

devoted husband.

daughter, Bertha
fred B. Joy, who

L.

Joy,

and

was

townspeople.
a husband, mother
and three brothers—Arthur Harding, of
Cambridgepjrt, Mass., George and Frank
Miss Hattie
Harding, and two sisters
Harding and Mrs. Charles K. Foster, of
—

Sargentville.
Spec.

March 13.

8. (Stanley), wife of George W.
Winslow, died Saturday evening, at the
Burbank
Mass.
hospital, Fitchburg,
Death came as the result of an operation,
Nellie

performed

about two weeks ago.
was a native of Brooklin,

Winslow

was born
on March 16, 1864,
the daughter of Judson and Hittie (Abbot)
Stanley. She lived here until her removal to Fitchburg, about fifteen years

where she

ago. Her chief interests in life bad
in her home and her church.

cemetery.

of Brooklin.

Besides her

been

husband, sbe is survived by
Georgia
Herrick,
The body will be brought

son, Lloyd A., and a daughter,
M., and one sister, Mrs. Abbie F.

a

here for interment.

Capt.

A.

OF

K1VKK.

THK

E. Clossou and

C. G.

Warden

spent last week at home.
Francis H. Murch, of Calais, spent Sun-

Fullerton

day with his parents, Maynard Murch and
wife.

Marion Mattocks, of Sullivan, was
guest of Miss Mildred Fullerton a few
days last week.
Miss

the

Mrs.

Tollie,

who

been

has

in

Lynn,

Mass., twelve years, arrived here Wednesday to make her home with her son
Thomas, who recently purchased the
Josiah Williams farm.
WK*T

FLLSMOKTH.

Lester Carter is ill at the home of his
brother Millard.

Jealousy.
consumption bred with-

Jealousy is a
in the structured house of love when
all Its windows are sealed. When we
are Jealous we try to shut ourselves up
In a shadowed privacy or timid miserliness. We want some one all to ourWe fear that If we open the
selves.
doors and let In the current of others’
affection or the winds of Impersonal
Interest our own share of love may be
swept away. A woman may be Jealous not only of her husband’s friends,
but of his work and even of his religion. This means she has* kept her
windows closed and shuttered, so that
she looks always at the walls of her
house of love, never through and beyond them.-Dr. R. C. Cabot.

Miss Belle Potter, of
W.J. Clark
Ellsworth, called on Mrs. W. E. Clark
and

have been

spendingi

a

few

days

NOKTH. CASTINE.

TTbeTu'dden death; oflMrs. George Perkins"‘Tbursday~morning was a shock to
family and friends,| though

she

bad

Mrs.
winter.
been in poor health
Perkins was born in Penobscot, but twenty-three years ago moved to this place,
all

which had since been her home. She was
a good
a devoted .wife and mother and
and five
neighbor. She leaves a husband
children- Mial, Cynthia, Minnie, Leander
four sisters—Mrs. Lynn
and Dwight;
Leach and Mrs. Oti» Leach, of Penobscot.
Mrs. George Eaton, of Lynn, Mass., and

Snowman, of Somerville,
Mra. Ernest
Mass.; sod two brothers- Koecoe Patten,
of Lynn, Mass., and F. B. Patten, of Or-

land.__
BAYS1DE.
Mrs. Ella Phillips, of Somerville, Mass.,
ia with her slstel\Mra!j.'D.'Hemlck,;who
ia ill.| ^ «a» _.Z^. WdiE
Mildred Trim, who broke her wrist
time) ago, has Insufficiently
have the splints removed.
March 18.

WHEN RUN DOWN
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, the Reliable
Tonic Medicine, Builds Up.

some

recovered'to

The reason why you feel so tired
all the time at this season is that
your blood is impure and impoverished. It lacks vitality. It is not
the rich, red blood that gives life to
the whole body, perfects digestion
and enables all the organs to perform their functions as they should.
From any druggist get Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It will make you feel
better, look better, eat and sleep
better. It is the old reliable tried
and true all-the-year-round blood
purifier and enricher, tonic and apIt revitalizes the blood,
petizer.
and is especially useful in building
up the debilitated and run-down.
Hood’s. Sarsaparilla is helping
thousands at this time of year. Let
it help you. Get a bottle today and
begin taking it at once. Be sure to
get Hood’s.

B.

The mail-order house i* waging

_

DEDHAM.
Mrs. Mabel Thompson ia the guest of
Mrs. Dora Littlefield.
Miss Jessie Gray, of Eddington, is visiting Miss Basel Cowing.
B.
Mar. 18.

war

on

the local merchants with advertising

as

its ammunition.

The local merchant

who doesn't fight back with the
ammunition is bound to lost out.

same

William Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth,
were guests of his uncle, W. F. Deslsles,

TRY SMILING.

Scowling and growling will mako
a man old;
Money and fame at tha best are
beguiling.
Dont be suspicious and selfiah
and cold;
Try amiling.

Sunday.
A card party given at the home of
Herbert Davis, Saturday evening, was a
pleasant affair. Music was furnished by
Mrs. Davis, Miss Velma Bragdon, Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Clous.

—John Eaten Cooke.

Henry Gerrish,
been in town

»......
Glass Solvent.
Hydrofluoric acid is an acid compound of kydrogen and fluorine. It
may be prepared by the action of sul-

phuric acid upon cryolite in an appropriate apparatus made of lead or
platinum. It may thus be readily obtained in a liquid form and is colorIts vapors are exceedingly poiless.
and the liquid itself, even
sonous.
less water,
the skin.
Great care must therefore be taken in
working with this acid. Hydrofluoric
acid dissolves glass, forming hydrofluosllicic add with Its silica; hence
its use for making etchings op glass.—
when mixed with more

causes

severe

or

swellings

on

of

few

a

Dorchester, Mass., has
days. He came here

with the remains of his father, William
formerly of this town. Mr.
Gerrish, who had lived to the age of
ninety-one, retained all his faculties until

Gerrish,

I

the last.

March 13.

N.

SEAL HARBOR.
Schools closed

Friday

for tw'o

weeks.

Mrs. Doris Liscomb is visiting at Mt.
Desert.
Eliston Carter has gone to New York to
visit his brother Leslie.
Little Dorothy
little

friends

Davis entertained her
her eighth birth-

Saturday,

day.
March 25.

P.

SEDGWICK.

Exchange.

Schools will open March

♦

.......

27.

....

albert tsnnnui,

HOPEFULNESS.
_

Hope means the trimming of
the lamps and the girding of
tho loins and the resolute attiIt is help and
tude of strife.
comfort* hope and inspiration,
that wo want oven more than
knowlodga.

MARINE

LIST.

BORN.
BEAL—At Ellsworth, March 13, to Mr and
Mrs Fred W Beal, a son.
COFFIN—At Bucksport. March 12, to Mr and
Mrs Halford Coffin, a son.
HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, March 9, to
Mr and Mrs Harry O Hutchinson, a son.
LORD—At Southwest Harbor, Feb 25, to Mr
and Mrs Edwin G Lord, a daughter.
R0BIN80N At Southwest Harbor, Feb 28, to
Mr and Mrs Arthur L Robinson,a daughter.
—

Civil
Land

12, by I)r C O Larrabee, Miss Velora Robbins, of Goulds boro, to Ralph Parritt, of
Steubeu.
At Bangor, March 10,
8CAMMON-8MITH
by Rev Fred K Gamble, Miss Leah V Hcammon to Leon C Smith, both of Hancock.

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Cornsptndinc* Solicit*!
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANIN6

All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Goods called for and delivered
to parcel post work

Special attention
H. B.

ESTEY~& COT, Proprietors

Ellsworth. Me

State Street,

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Electric

Supplies and Fixtures

; Estey Building,
,Telephone

Ellsworth

•

38-11

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise
a

Commission ffltrcljams.

MARRIED.
ROBBINS—PAR RITT—At Gouldsboro, March

B. HAGAN, Jr.

IRA

Hancock Counry Tort#.
Southwest Harbor—81d Mch 9, U 8 Coast
Ouard stm Ossipee, coastwise
Mch 11—Hch Fannie Hayden, coastwise
In port Mch 13 schs Ethel B Penny bound
for fishing banks, Annie F Kimball coastwise,
Nickerson

at

the Coughlin camp at Patten’s pond.
C.
Mar. 13.

her

StriKKttemtfftfc,

EAST LAMOINE.

.»

Stafford leaves

heartfelt symThe funeral, held at the
pathy of all.
home Saturday afternoon, was largely attended. Rev. Henry W. Conley officiated.
Burial was in the family lot at Juniper

MOUTH

FOR SAI,E BY

F. F. HASKELL, North Sullivan, Me.

the
There

held at

relatives and

days’

son, Win-

GUARANTEED HOUSEHOLD Remed) for Constipation, RheuDyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Kidney and Bladder Disorders and other ills resulting from Impure Blood.
A

matism,

mother, Mrs. Jane Harding, is confined by
illness. There was a large attendance of

OBITUARY.

a

PERKINS’ NATIONAL HERBS

Her sister-

floral tributes.
The body was brought here for interment, accompanied by the husband and
Mrs. Harding. A service was held Sunday
afternoon at the old homestead, where the

illness

have the

USE

some

BROOKLIN.

B. MOOR, H. B. PHILLIPS.

If You Are Sick or Run-Down

Brighton home Friday afternoon.
a
was
large attendance of relatives,
friends and neighbors, and many hand-

Mrs.

H.

was

in

Mrs.

Agents:

KlUworth

Brighton,

wide

a cheerful disposialways able to discover some
in everybody.
She was loved by
acquaintance. Her married life bad
supremely happy, and Mr. Stafford

Sbe

tion,
good

hours

devoted to her

was

LOWE LL FERTILIZERS

Mass., prior to her marriage to Mr. Stafford
twenty-three years ago. After marriage,

few

a

LOWELL FERTILIZER CO„ Boston, Mass.

more

than temporary relief.
Mrs. Stafford was a daughter of Mrs.
Jane Harding, of Sargentville, and the
late Capt. Hiram B. Harding who died in
February of last year. She wbb born at
Sargentville May 9, 1866. She waa em-

children gave her devoted attention. The
immediate cause of death was pneumonia,

hill,

each.

furnish his

Grippe
a

party of five
Deer Isle by

Sunday.
Mrs. Cora Grindle went to Ellsworth
Falls Saturday to attend the funeral of
her aunt, Mrs. Charles Joy.
Mrs. Clara Lee and Eva Coulter, with
flO each.
Members of Ticonic hose company, J30 Amy, Sadie, and Robert Astbury, of Blue-

buildings, fit).
of meat and milk, flfi.
Harbor master, |6.
has
Superintendent of schools, (Ellsworth’s
apportionment) |U0.
Street commissioner |2.75 a day, he to

Don’t Let

Get

a

from

saddened by the
sudden death last Wednesday afternoon of
Mrs. Charles A. Joy, at the age of fortyMrs. Joy had
nine years, eleven months.
been practically an invalid from rheumatism for four years, but through ail her
suffering had maintained wonderful courHer husband and
age and cheerfulness.
The

the

MA YOB’S APPOINTMENTS.

the

Thursday

shal.

At the afternoon session, salaries were
Axed as follows, all being the same as last
FIRS DKPARTMKXT
So far as 1 am informed, this depart- year:
meat is well organised, and carefully i
City clerk, f300 and fees.
looked after. Some changes may have to
City treasurer, |225.
be made in the
the
apparatus during
year,
Chief engineer of Are department, f7l>;
aU of which your committee will carefully
assistants, ft5.
investigate.
POLICB.
Drivers of Are team, f&J per month.
The thousands of automobiles passing
Assessors, |2.S0 per day of eight hours,
in, through and about our city during for actual time
employed, as required by
year required constant attention
jbepaat
those in charge of this department. statute.
pom
1
Chairman of overseers of the poor, f35.
congratulate them on the service renit appearing that not on# accident
Steward of Ticonic boae company, $35.
fwrd,
to any person was
reported.
Members of Senator Hale hose company,

TAXES.

on

Constables-at* large—C8 Johnston, George church, and for some thirty-five years
C Pierson, Eugene A Carlisle, Charles C had served faithfully and efficiently as
Camber, D L Fields.
organist. Hhe was a successful teacher of
City weighers and surveyors of lumber, music. She leaves, besides her husband,
wood and bark were re-elected as last year. her parents, Levi W. Bennett and wife, a

as
Bangor to Wisbington county,
planned by the State highway commission,
and built from the funds of the ao-catled

Eggemoggin,

at

SIM.

A brief funeral service

family, generous of heart, and
interested in the good of the community.
Hhe was an active member of the local

Murch.4

employed
few days.

law, Mrs. Katherine Harding, of CamTwo storage tanks of 10,000 gallons
bridgeport, was also devoted in her minisarrived
here
several
days trations during her last illness.
capacity each,
ago, to be used for the storing of kerosene
Mrs. Stafford was always loyal in her
and gasolene, by the Gulf Refining Co.,
love for Sargentville, and with her husa
tbst
has
established
distributing band sbe annually enjoyed the summer
depot here, in charge of James W. Lym- vacation at the old homestead.

borne and

Harbor master:

from

bond issue, is practically complete.
The route as planned by way of Bucksport, through Bluebill, Sunry and to Ellsworth. classed as State-aid road, is assured, and the route from Ellsworth east
through Franklin, Sullivan and Gouldsboro into Washington county, is *1*0
planned, and, aa 1 understand the situation, i« in line for completion tbia year.
I ask you, gentlemen, to render every a»aistant in your power to bring about the
When
early completion of tbia work.
these plans are fulfilled, all roads into and
out of Ellsworth will t>e in better condition than ever before.

and

Stuart.

|

I

measures:

fence-viewers—Fred
Silvy, Walter E Pio, H M Salsbury,
George K Lord, William E Kichardson.

repair

Frank Haslam and wife, who have been
Sebago Lake, since last fall, are spending a few weeks with Arthur W. Saulsbury and wife, before going to Bar Harbor,
for the summer.

at

vestry.

of meat and milk:

keepers

Frances Elizabeth Hauls bury Is
of pneumonia at the home of Harvey
Saulsbury and wife. Her sister, Mrs.
Grace Klatt, of Bangor, is here.
Miss

ill

guests of friends over
their way to BanJohn
gor to attend the boys’ conference.
J. Whitney went to Bangor with the
Mr. Guptill addressed an audiparty.
ence Thursday evening
that filled the

Fred G Smith.4
Pound*

at tbe

Tbe missionary meeting which was to
be beld last Tuesday afternoon was postponed until next Tuesday, when it will
meet with Mrs. A. W. Ellis.

night. They

Hutchings.4

Pearl S

care.

employed

who is

East Maine general hospital in Bangor,
was home from Saturday until Tuesday.

team, and

Member of board of health for three yaars
in place of D L Fields:
D L Fields.4

HIGHWAY, SIDEWALK® AXD BRIDGE®.
The unusually small appropriation for
in control
this department made by those
allow
of the administration in 1914 did not
to
do any
that
year
the commissioner of
the
work.
Consequently
permanent
administration of 1915 waa called upon to
the
damage, caused by lack of

Funeral servloes of Hillman B. Heath
held at the bouse Friday afternoon, Rev. Henry W. Conley officiating.

Carter,

a

March 13.

South

were

Clifford

are

borne (or

OBITUARY.

Rev. O. J. Guptill and

Chairman overseers of poor:
Everett 8 Means.4

Sealer of weights and

to

Leonard R. Jordan, who is employed at
Mil bridge, was borne over Sunday.
Frank A. Cottle and family spent Sunday with Fred E. Grace and wife, at Green
Lake hatchery.

boys came

Harold J Stewart.4

Edge

returned

are

burner.

Aldermen:
Gentlemen of the Board of
each and every Second assistant:
I want to congratulate
being tent here by the
one of you on
Irving Salisbury.4
no
wool* you represent with practically
the physical Third assistant, or fire warden:
f
regret
EKation.of Aldermen thet
ua
Small deprive#
Webster M Higgins.4
condition
this morning. Let
of bi< presence here
to join ua, and Inspector of buildings:
ns hope b** a III soon be able
,D

Frank E. Fernald
Paris Saturday.

ings, who

1916

1864

—

IT"

BOSTON

COMMISSION

DIKD.

w

ME.RCHA8'

WANT YOUR
FARM PRODUCTS
Eggs, Live and Dressed, Poultry
Veal, Apples, Potatoes

At Portland, Conn. March 6*
BRAINARD
Frank Brainard, summer resident of Orland.
COLLIN8—At Gorham, N H, March 8, Fred
Collins, of Bar Harbor, native of Ellsworth,
aged 36 years.
CUNNINGHAM—At Castine, March 10, Mrs
Clementine R Cunningham, aged 79 years,
8 months. 18 days.
: Prices, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
CURTIS—At 8outh Surry, March 18, Harriet, and
Shipping instructions, etc., sent free
wife of Edward Curtis, aged 61 years, 6
24
days.
months,
Catos.
GARDINER—At Atlantic, March 10, Lyman K
^
Gardiner, formerly of Dennysville, aged 76
years, 4 months, 6 days.
GILES—At Aurora. March 10, Annie L, wife
SPECIALTY MADE OF
of John Giles, aged 62 years, 6 months, 28
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
days.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
HINCKLEY—At Bluehill, Ma*ch 12, Eugene
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., ol portF Hinckley, aged 60 years.
end, for furnishing Probate sod Surety Bonds
JOY—At Ellsworth Falls, March 8, Mrs Mary
Ollrer Typewriteri typewriter supplies
Agent
Emma Joy, aged 49 years, 10 months, 28
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (orer Moore’s Drug
days.
H tore I. Ellsworth, Me.
M’KU8ICK—At Mt Desert, March 9, Holman
McKuaick, formerly of Lincolnviile, aged 70
—

X

years.

PERKINS—At Castine, March 9, Julia M Parkins, aged 6 months.
PERKINS—At Caatinc, March®, Mra Abbic J
Perkins, aged 48 years, 8 months, 18 days.
RICHARDSON—At Mt Desert, March 8, Charlotte C, widow of James M Richardson, aged
77 years, 9 days.
TRUNDY—At Sunset (Deer Isle), March 10,
Mrs Elisa Trundy, aged 88 years.

$toftsstonai
II.

LICE

J)R.

SCOT T

WILLIAM SEMPLE
OSTEOPATH

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,

Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Oonaultation, by Appointment, In Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address, Rasters Trust Bldg., Bangor. Maine
Telephones ISM sad 7M-1

COUNTY

Harvard Abbott, Erneat Collar,
Collar, Merton Collar and Merle
Harvard Abbott has not missed
Cousins.
a day for °four terms.

atmnuartcur.ak

dance:

Richard

WHAT CATARRH IS
It has been said that every third
form.
person has catarrh in some
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness
of the body, and local treatments in
the form of snuffs and vapors do little,
if any

good.

To correct cataiTh you should treat its
With the
cause bv euricliing your blood
oil-food’in Scott’s Emulsion which is a
medicinal food and a building-tonic, fry
from alcohol or any harmful drugs. Try it.
Scott 8l Bowk, Bloomfield, N. J.

NTT

eo

NEWS.

FRANKLIN.

WEST

Richard Hasting visited in Bangor last
Mrs. H. G. Wooster returned Saturday
from a visit in Old Town.
George Bradbury has been visiting
Roads.

her father at Black’s

Lin wood Moseley, of Bar Harbor, spent
the week-end with his wife here.

Frank Bradbury has been suffering

siderably

from

an

injury

con-

to his eye.

Ferol Smith is working at Beechland during the vacation of high school.
Miss

"Miss
high school

Lela Smith has
the

been absent

past week,

on

account of

Gerald Coombs and wife have returned
from Lamoine, where they have spent the
winter.
Miss Lettie Smith, who is teaching at
Northeast Harbor, is at home for the
Easter vacation.
John Farnsworth took his little daughJeanette to Ellsworth Saturday, for

ter

medical treatment.
was

woods last week with

by falling

on »'

they

here

broken

have

wife,

and

camping

been

with

a

of friends.

party

The Mills Arm has purchased

rib, caused

Miss Sadie
have returned from Tunk pond,

Lawrie
w

a

the

stump.

Arthur Eaton and

T.

Mar. 13.

1

!

livery automobile.
Henry Trask is spending
home after
Sullivan

Coombs, of Corea, was
guest at J. S. Coombs’.
Mrs. Welch Moore has returned from
visit to her son Percy in Bluehill.

a

Mrs. Amanda

recent

Mrs. L. P. Cole has returned from Hancock, where she visited her daughter, Mrs.
0. B. Colwell.

They Rival the
his vacation at

successful term

Ellsworth

in

met

Mrs.

with

H.

A.

Wasgatt

Wednesday, and enjoyed a picnic supper.
W. H. Moore and wife, who have been

visiting their daughter.
Havey, at West Sullivan,

Mrs.

Harvard

have

returned

music.

be served

in

the

banquet

hall at 6

m., Friday, March 17. The circle will
meet on the same, afternoon with Mrs.
at her

postoffice.

March 13.

Spray.
—

delegates were appointed, Albert Christie
and Shirley Kittredge, but were unable to
attend

on

account of bad colda.

C.

Farrin

Elizabeth

The ladies’auxiliary held a social at the
vestry last Saturday evening.

visiting

is

her

Abbott, in Bar Harbor.

son, Alvah

John Young and wife, of Surry, have
visiting George B Bridges and wife.
Mrs. Herman Sinclair and son
Leon
spend the week-end with Mrs. Estelle

Another successful term of school closed

Friday. The grammar grade was
taught by Miss Lillian Austin,and the intermediate by Mrs. Sweeney. Many parents enjoyed the cloaing day exercises.
last

Mrs.

Sweeney served

s

delicions lunch.

G.

been

March 13.

Shaw in Ellsworth.

Herman Gnndle has gone to Bangor to

Misses Marie McFarland and Marcia
Ellsworth high
Milliken, who attend
school, are at home on a vacation.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
work.

comedy company presented
drama, Cranberry Corners, at Baga-

The Cove
the

Wednesday to see her sister, who was
duce ball Friday evening. The hall was
leaving for her home in the Northwest.
HANCOCK POINT.
crowded,and the parts were well rendered
E. S. Orcutt has been appointed kdmin- j
Proceeds, f40.
Edith Ball has returned from Bangor.
istrator of the estate of George S. HardiMarch 13.
L.
Chester Brink worth baa returned from
are
Dr.
S.
8.
The
son.
DeBeck,
appraisers
Portland.
and
W.
E.
L. F. Springer
Bragdon.
SUKKY.
L»on Orcutt, of GouKlsboro, spent the
Echo.
March 13.
Mrs. Mary E. Gray returned home Wedweek-end with Hollis Reed.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
G. Butler has returned to Dixville
Notch, N. H.
S.

Nellie Smith, of West Franklin, is
with Mrs. Marcia Bragdon.
Mrs.

Marjorie Wilbur is with Mrs.
Reuben Rankin, at tbe village.
A daughter recently arrived at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bragdon.
Frank Bragdon and Austin Williams
are at home from Goodwin’s Siding.

Mr. Peasley’s mother and nephew, from
Jonesport, are visiting him.

nesday.

William Crabtree and Mrs. Julia
Reed have gone to Boston on a visit.
A.
March 13.

Bangor,

Mrs.

School closed Friday, after a successful
term, taught by Mrs. Nancy Smith, of
Georges Pond. Pupils perfect in altenH'atch Child’s Couch
Colds, running of nose, continued irritation of tbe mucous membrane if neglected
may mean Catarrh later. Don’t take the
chances—do something for
child!
your
Children will not take every medicine, but
they will take Dr. King’s New Discovery and
without bribing or teasing.
It’s a sweet
Tar Syrup and so effective.
Just
axative enough to eliminate
the
waste
Almost the first dose helps.
Alpoisons
ways prepared, no mixing or fussing. Just
asfc your druggist for Dr. King's New Discovery. It will safeguard your child agaiust
serious ailments resulting from colds.

fileasaut

Mrs. Herman
visited

Tapley

and son Arthur, of
Frances Curtis last week.

John Curtis and wife returned Monday,
after a week with his mother, Mrs. Clara
Carter.

Mrs.

L.

March 13.

EGYPT.
Adah Savage, who closed her school
this week, left Saturday for a visit in
Miss

Show began.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Beatrice Smyth went to Boston
Tuesday, joining ner mother, who has
Miss

Ruth Sawyer, Arthur and Irving Urann
from the village where they have
attending high school.
Mrs. E. E Scam mo n, who has been ill of
grip, is able to be about the bouse.
Dorothy Clark is working for her.
H.
March
are home

been

been

Massachusetts several weeks.

in

The Golden Rule society was enterby Miss Lena Hooper at the home

tained

of B. B.

Havey Wednesday

M.

SALISBURY COVE.
Charles
Ba y

AMHERST.

Emery has returned to the U. of
few days at home.

Miss

a

V iew

afternoon.

March 13

13._

M., after

presented “Tommy’s
Urge audience Friday evening.

Beulah Kenniston is at home from

Greenville for two weeks.

brange

Wife” to a
Wescott’s orchestra, of Bar Harbor, fur-

play and the dance
Supper was served.

Albert Kelliher and
wife, of
spent the week-end here.

There will be

nished music for the
which followed.

on

R.

March 11.

CASTE RULES THE SERVANT
I

the

a

social at

twc
•

Miss Hasel Dunbar is the guest of Mrs,
H. C. Perkins.
H. C. Perkins wss called to Manchester,
N. H., by the death of a brother.
Mrs. Ida Wardwell is in Seal Harbor
with her niece, Mrs. Clarence Pinkham.

Bangor,

the grange hail

evening of March 17.
C.

March 13.

ilODtrutcuuniki

Qraat Bu«.n««« Lo**** Du*
t*

N*gl*ct
I..

Mias Jeanette Sellers spent last week In
Brewer with her music teacher. Miss
Bramhall.
The ladies’aid society of the Methodist
church served dinner town meeting day.

Lika Work, Anyhow, am
Generally Finds a Way to Dodge It
Playing the Stringed Vina la a Spa

cies of Unmusical Torture.
I had thought China was a queei
place and that the Chinese had queei

Proceeds, f35.
Penobscot chapter, O. E. 8., will meet
on
entertain
China
•■an't
customs, hut
March 18.
Degrees will be conferred upon
Ii
India.
same
with
afternoon
the
two candidates. A picnic lunch will be
man
one
me
about
their
some
had told
served.
nera and enstoma before I got to India
Past masters’ night was observed at a
ami
1 would bare laughed courteously
meeting of Rising Star lodge, F.
special
book.
Therr
set him down in my little
Alter work, the
and A. M., March 9.
will
do
are some things that a Hindu
ladies of the O. E. 8. served supper. The
is
and some that he will not do. Work
lodge has accepted an invitation to attend
placed prominently on the latter list.
service at the Methodist church next SunOne thing that a Hindu will not do b
to play on a flute. He would rather go dayWoodlockk.
March 13.
to the flogging post than dash off a se
lection on a flute. Bnt he will play a
WEST BROOKSV' 1LLE.
at ringed instrument, called a vlna. aim 1
Miss Nellie Jones is still at the Webster
liar to the Instrument played by DaTid
in the tent of Saul. This instrument hospital, Castfne.
Walter Cummings cut his foot quite
looks as if it had originally been in- !
tended for a carpet stretcher, hut bad badly while chopping in the woods.
fallen into the bands of a musically inThe daughter born to Jerome P. Tapley
clined |arson who had borrowed a cou- snd wife has been christened Alice Reple of piano wires and was determined becca.
to lower rents. After hearing an ableMiss Phebe Jones, of Biddeford, Is here,
bodied Hindu pick on an instrument of
called by the illness of her niece. Miss
this kind one can't help wishing that
Nellie Jones.
they would put it in the same class
Schooner Nelson Y. McFarland has been
with the flute.
A Hindu's Idea of music is to make taken out of winter quarters and will load
all the noise ho-can. He doesn't care wood for B. E. Cummings.
C. Roy Tapley bad an operation for apanything about rime or rhythm. Ail
his energy is expended in volume. pendicitis at Tapley'• hospital at Belfast
Hindu musicians are all large, splen- last week. He is doing well.
I
didly muscled fellows, who play as if
This morning, E. E. Cummings put a I
were
to
a
going
segu
they
gymnasium
lafige crew of choppers to work on a woodlarly. When one hears them playing lot he recently purchased of Charles F.
on a vtna one can't
wondering
help
Jones.
how David ever came to make such an
At a meeting held at the town clerk’s
j
on
Saul.
impression
office Saturday, Charles O. Farnbam was !
As soon as I got to India 1 hired a
drawn to serve on the traverse Jury at the
valet. It sounds mighty big—until you
term of court.
know what you have to pay a "ttoy” April
March 13.
Tomson.
In India. A servant Is called a “boy"
even though
he has whiskers and
NORTH SEDGWICK,
grandchildren. He said that his name
Mrs. Charles Snow, who has been viswas Thumbo Ramnltugum. or words tc j
that effect.
I couldn't remember the iting here, has retruned to BluehiU.
Curtis Durgsin, of Bangor, spent the
last consignment, so I called him
Thumb, and for days I longed to ask \ weela-end with his daughter, Mrs. MilIf there was a Finger in his family. dred WesaeL
He wore a skirt any] n sheet twisted
Mrs. S. W Treworgy preached an interaround his head.
He was to be my esting sermon Sunday, and gave the right
waiter, for In India you have to fur band of fellowship to nine candidates.
nlsh your own table boy.
When you
Miss Lcis Page, of East brook, and Mias
go to speud a day or two with a frieud Eva Marks, of East
BluehiU, recently visyou always take your own boy along ited their grandmother, Mrs. Lois
Page.
to wait on you.
My boy was to mend
Mrs. Curtis Young, who has been at Inmy clothes, black my shoes, get my dian
Point several weeks, has returned
bath water ready and hold my shirt
borne, accompanied by her mother, wtio
The way he talked I wasn't to do anywill spend the remainder of the winter.
thing except open my mail, put my
March 13.
A. U.
feet on the table uud enjoy life. But 1
soon found out thnf his Idea and mine
EAST ORLAND.
differed quite widely ns to what enHarvey Snow ib ill.
joyment of life was.
Mrs. Susie Soule, of Manchester, N. H.t
A few minutes, liefore the first meal
he suddenly upiieared. a hit flushed, was a week-end visitor at George Snow'a.

|

church

Jesse Brown, who has been working at
Green Lake, is home.
Mrs.

Y.

March 13.

home.

WEST HANCOCK.

j

p.

Emily Freeman

SOUTHERN DRU6
MERCHANT MAKES
UNUSUAL STATEMENT

PENOBSCOT.
Clark high school closed Friday, for
j weeks.

Ha Doesn't

Patrick supper, under the management of the Congregational sew iug circle,*
A St.

NEW*

: QOUNTY

j

Harbor.

OTTER CREEK.

March 13.

Chinese In Theii

t)dd Ideas and Customs.

of school at

I. W. Stinson and family have returned
NORTH LAMOINE.
from Hancock, where they have
Emery Smith has returned to Brookiin.
spent two months.
Miss Phronette Smith spent the weekRev. R. C. Dalzell returned from St.
John, N. B., the first of the week, ill, and i end at Marlboro.
Charles Walls went to Bangor Friday to
was unable to preach Sunday.
Two other
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist attend the boys’conference.
church

THE QUEER HINDUS

de-

new

masquerade ball at Masonic hall on
; Friday night of last week was largely Sttended. The Mayo A Bartlett orchestra

will
a

a

a

A

furnished

PROSPECT HARBOR.

from

illness.

Mrs. Carl Williams

Robertson

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

home

week.

Mrs.

Boyd

from

home

came

NEWS

W. WITHERS MILLER
of the Polk-Mlller

President

Dm*
Company. Richmond. Va., Is authority
tor the following extraordinary a
tat*
meat:

“I estimate that the business men
of
this country could Increase their
effl.
dency fully ten per cent by talcing u
occasional laxative and not
neglecting
the bowels as most of them do”
He also said that If the Iieimnnwat
Of Commerce In Washington would
present each business man In the country with a box uf Itexall Orderlies, it
would tie of great henefli to the nj
tlonnl welfare.
Itexall Orderlies are
prompt In action, pleasant to take and
never grt|ie. can be used by men. women or children, and are Just the
ihi^g
for toning up slugglab livers.
We hsve the escluaive
this great laxative

G.

E.

selling right* for

MOORE

REXALL

THE

STORE

Don’t wastetlraewithcr-

dinary

flour when your gro-

give yon William
milled from Ohio R- 1
Winter Wheat. Order a sa' k
today and do some blue
cer

can

Tell,

ribbon baking. You can
win domestic science prizes
with thegoodthings baked
from William Te!!, the
flour that goes farther.

and explained that he was of too high
Thomas Mason and wife
will leave
caste to wait on table.
I tried to show Florida this week for Washington, D. C.,
him that It was an honor to be a good where they will visi. two weeks, arriving
and efficient table waiter, but !:e heme the first of April.
wouldn't budge a step
he'd raiher
White
has
hauled
three
Elijah
starve than wait on table.
So I had to
buildings from the Craig Brook hatchery.
look around and hustle up another boy These
buildings were formerly used as
to do that part of the work.
Every dwelling houses. He hauled one to Pat—

Coffee Facts

time

Read what the 19th edition United States

Dispensatory (page 253), the guiding
authority for chemists, druggists and physicians, says about the drug, caffeine, of
which there is about 2 H grains in the
average cup of coffee

:

••Given in large dose to the lower animals
caffeine produces
hurried resplratios,

restlessness, slightly lowered, followed
by a markedly elevated temperature,
tetanic and clonic convulsions, progressive

paralysis,
paralytic arrest

Although

man

and finally death
of respiration.”

is

stronger and

from

more

re-

sistant, it is a well-known scientific fact
that caffeine, in coffee, is a frequent cause
of headache, nervousness, biliousness, heart
flutter and many other ills.
Not at one large dose, but by little doses repeated regularly does this subtle,
habit -forming ding get in its work, and, sooner or later, many coffee drinkers suffer
Before that time comes, suppose you make
days and use

a

personal

test

—

quit coffee

ten
^

POSTUM
Made of wheat and a little wholesome molasses, this famous pure food-drink
has a rich, snappy flavor much like that of mild, high-grade'coffee, and it contains no drug or other harmful element.
There are two forms of Postum.
The original Postum Cereal must be
boiled ; Instant Postum is the original Postum reduced to soluble form ; a level
teaspoonful in a cup with boiling water makes a perfect cup instantly. Both
forms are equally delicious, and the cost per cup is about the same.
The change from coffee to Postum is pleasant as well as highly beneficial, and
with the better health that comes with freedom from caffeine, the drug in
coffee, you’ll know

“There’s

wanted mm to do anything it
against his caste. His caste seem
ed to have a special enmity toward all
work.
When 1 wanted him to carry
my bags he tiegged leave to lie excused. as Ills caste didn't allow him
to do such menial work, and when 1
gave him my shoes to he blacked be
looked at me In horror.
It was expressly against his caste to touch
leather—n product of the sacred cow.
One day when 1 told him to pick the
hairs out of my brush he looked at me
sadly and then began to tell me about
a nephew that had suddenly departed
this flesh and would I be so kind as
to give half a rupee to the grief stricken father and the other half to the Inconsolable uncle. That was more than
I could stand, and on the spot I told
him that he was discharged. Bred, anti
to get out as fast as he could.
“Thank you. sahib, thank you." said
Thumb with a profound salute.
I told him that he needn't thank me
for Bring him. hut be only bowed his
head aud thanked me more profusely
than ever. His gratitude was as pronounced as If I had giveu him a rupee.
"Will you give me a recommendation
kindly for the good boy I have been,
sahib V"
After what a poor servant he had
been, that was the last straw.
It
would be underhanded to foist him off
on somebody else, and then
suddenly 1
saw a way out.
“Yes," 1 agreed en
thuslastlcally. and 1 wrote for hlui.
"The bearer of this note with the unpronounceable name has been In my
employ for two weeks. During this
time 1 have aged perceptibly. He Is a
servant of caste, but he never lets
work Interfere with hls caste.
When
be came to me he was a man of family, but at the rate which hls family
has been depleted I doubt If he has
left more thau enough children to last
out a week. You will And him especially good at getting your shirt studs In
backward and at pulling off the tips
of your shoestrings.”
Thumb, who made pretense of being
an Engllah scholar, read the recommendation carefully, but hls mastery
•f words was such that he could not
quite follow the meaning.
"Thank you. sahib, thank yon,” he
said, too proud to admit that it waa
not clear to him. "It will be of great
help to me."
“And to the other fellow, too,” I said
aa he salaamed and passed oat of ay
life.—Homer Croy in Leslie’s.

ten’s pond,

was

a

Reason”
Grocers

everywhere sell Postum.

one

Toddy pond

to

and

other up to his farm.
March 13.

the

M.
nHUUmit,
C. W. GKINIMI*.

:3Unjmifl*runv

Saves

Boy from Grave.

Mr*. Jennie Bowen, of Meredith, N. H-,
write* tbia kind of letter:
“You have
helped my little boy. He would have
been in bia grave before long."
Borne symptom* of worms are:
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour
stomach, offensive breath, bard and full
belly with occasional griping* and pains
• bout tbe navel,
pale laee ol
leaden

tint, eyes heavy and
dull, twitching eyelids, itch-

ing

of the nose,

itching

of

the

j

A to.

rectum, short dry cough.
grinding of tbe teeth, little
Trade Mark red

points sticking

out

on

tongue, narting during sleep, slow (ever.
If you have tbe least suspicion thst
your child is troubled with stomach
worms or pinworme, put him on the
road
I to
good health by using Ur. True’ejilixir,
! the
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller.
This remedy has been on tbe market for
over 00 years.
Good for adults also. At
all dealers’, 3Sc, 50c and
fl.00. Advloe
free.

C*

Aafeura, Maine.

AJ/V.

«

MORE RHEUMATISM
THAN EVEN BEFORE
Broker*, Me
chatties and Merchant* .Stricken.
Our old friend RheumatiZ is haring
hia innings this year, and a few words
of caution from one who knows all
about it may not be amiss.
Wear rubbers in damp weather;
keep your feet dry; drink plenty of
lemonade, and avoid strong alcoholic
drinks.
If rheumatism gets you, or sciatica,
and you have sharp twinges, gnawing
pain or swollen joints or muscles, you
can get rid of all agouy in just a fe*
one-half teaspoon of
days by

Clergymen, Lawyers,

Rheuma

taking

once a

d»7-

All druggists know about Rheuma,
it’s harmless, yet powerful; cheap, yet
sure, and a SO-cent bottle will last a
long time. Ask O. A. Parcher or any

iruggist

•» w

new:
ANIMAL
_

ZERSL

__

Animal

the mott

natural, the mott last*
1*AU5 ,n8 *B<^ the
of all fertilizers. Organic animal
of
fertilizers, consisting
BONE, BLOOD, MEAT and high grade
Chemicals are the nearest
approach to this best of plant foods
found in farmyard manure.
New

matter it

England

Animal Fertilizers feed the soil In a natural
.is fertility and
keeping it rich and productive.
furnish
the
right food lhat makes the right kind of crops.
hey
increase in
high-grade animal matter and chemicals has
taken the place of potash this year at no increase in
price
i his is due to the
star, but taentijic experiment have proven
that crept,n 19IS with animal
femlrur, did net infer
frtm
*
J
the lack ef potash
I
An

re,urr*ing

Vow umpl„ wt.lusn
Sill".,
rj «K».
rl.lS was isJk*
n»

.r^T*

w»iu .... r.cl„4 |1U tau
|
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Uun 00
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See your Ilocal dealer
or write us for booklet.
NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER
H.
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WEST THE MONT.
Mi«» Beatrice
Lunt, who has been visiting at tkal Harbor, is home.
Friends of Mrs. George W.
Lunt gave
a surprise
party on her birthday,
s
March 11.

her

the good mult, my, wish to tell you
received from Dr. K.lo.nd husband
About eleven yeir.
severe .tteclc of L» Orippe
to my bed .bout eight

S„,mp-Boot.

IOe^,

,

routined
doctor', cere. He
sender the
esc*
kidney trouble
,1 mv
„

*°

receiving
‘°“"”„i.m, md not tre.tment
r°

lr01"

doctor',

reroived,

^
CiP-Koo.
A(,er

decided

I

to

.over«l

t.king

pruend

the result.

1 .houid

try Swamp
bottle,

of

able to get up end
Aboot • y«*r
to my *ork.
Ms>,,nd »»« effected with « .evere
n( kidney trouble and doctored
tit"' with the doctor.. >nd reof the good
-ired no benefit. Knowing
he decided to try SwampMd received,
condition we. .neb that he
goot Hi.
and word, canwttconfined to hi. bed,
he .offered, but «fter t.king
mi'how
not
he was relieved ao he could
gwarap- Hoot
hi. work without
pain. I
„ „„ with
recommend 8wamp-Kool
*ub to heartily
.tflicted with kidney and
toall person,
and you may publish
bladder troubl-a,
|

was

Lnd
®Lk

!ormnie

wi.h.
tbi. letter if you
Your, truly,
Mrs. A. K. Briggs,
hldred, Pa.

Sworn

and subscribed

May,

of

tbl«®tb day

to

before

me,

-1

Schools closed March 10, after a
term.
Miss tlarriman left

ful

home at
w

success-

for her
Miss Christie

Prospect Saturday.

spend her vacation here.

ill

Louis Homer left Friday for the
in Rockland for treatment. Mrs.
Ed Dow is caring for one of Mrs. Homer’s
children and the others are with Mrs.
William Murphy.
March 13.
Thelma.
Mra.

hoapital

Mias Fannie King is ill.

son

Maurice spent

mother, Mrs. Isaac

Stanley.

mention the Ellsworth Weekly American
and one-dollar size bot-

drag

Mrs. M. S. Dodge, who has
spent three
sister, Mrs. F. W. Lunt,
left Friday for Ellsworth to visit her sister, Mrs. John H. Leiand.
months with her

Mrs. Mamie Rich and

Bend ten cents to Dr. Kdmsr A Co.,
Bingbsmlon, N. Y.. for a temple tile
You
It will convince anyone.
bottle.
sill slso receive a booklet of valuable intorostion, telling about the kidney* nnd
to
When writing, be sore
bladder.

tles lor stir si til

Trenton, has returned borne, accompanied
by Mrs. Haynes.

the week-end with her

Swamp-Knot Will Do
For You

Begular flfty-eent

Mrs. Willard Gott, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. George Haynes, of

Mr*. Thomas Fcrnald has returned home
from Heal Harbor, where she spent the
winter.

1912.

Ix-tter to
Dr. Kilmer & Co„
Binghamton, X. V.
Prove

liipt. Cbaa. p. Lunt and wife left to-day
Boston, where Capt. Lunt will take
command of the barge Ohio.
for

MANSET.

Ira McCarthy, NoUry Public.

What

Mrs. Henry Goodwin, with
daughter
Harriet, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles
Hamblen, at Tremont.

John O. Whitney, ofEUsworth Falla, has
purchased the yacht Sultan of J. L. Stanley & Sous.
Schooner
Ethel B. Penney, Boston,
March 13, landed 17,000 pounds of fish at
J. L. Stanley’s.

Congratulations

are
extended to Mr.
Fernald on the birth of a
daughter, born March 8.

and Mrs. Onn

J.

L

Stanley

from the

stores.

<&

Sons

have

purchased
Building assoplant formerly owned by

Ellsworth Loan

ciation the

fish

James Parker.

HOW TO GET RID OF
CHRONIC DANDRUFF
The only sure way to get permanently rid of dandruff U to remove the

conditions that cause it and then keep
the hair and scalp in a clean, healthy,
vigorous state so dandruff will never
return. This beats shampoos, which
merely remove the dandruff for a few
dsye at most. O. A. Parcher is now

strongly recommending Parisian Sage,
a harmless, inexpensive and quick acting preparation. that is guaranteed to
act directly on the cause of dandruff
and entiiely icmove it or the purchase
price will lie cheerfully refunded.
Here is a test no one should fail lo
try. iiet from your druggist a packHub a little of
age of Parisian Sage.
it into the scalp with the linger tips
aod

lur

s»-e

disappe

y.misclf how the dandruff
hair stops falling out

s, the

and all iu-hn.g immediately ceases.
Nothing luuts the hair more than
dandruff, s y why not liegin using
Parisian Sage U -day and be for. ver
rid of ii?

Lilac.

March 13.

GO IT’S ISLAND.

Philip Moore and son Harvey have
turned from a visit in Bar Harbor.

re-

Charles Welch, of Boston, was here Sunday, returning to Boston by the way of
Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Frank Manchester, Mrs. William
Trask and Mrs. Sprague, of McKinley,
have been visiting here the past week.
Chips.
Mar h 10.

?.fctirrtiBcii.nn*

HIRD GHRORIC COUGH
Made Well by Delicious Vinol
I contracted •
Crestline, Ohio.
hard, chronic cough, and was weak,
—

fsrRr liarit CrIrt mmd
BsMrtrloCr.rorF^ Hair.

1 have a small
and run down.
of three, and it was hard for me
medidifferent
to do my work. 1 took
cines without benefit Finally I heard
about Vinol, and it has restored me to
health and strength, my cough is all gone
end I feel fine.’—Mrs. H. H. Carlisle.
We guarantee Vinol, our delicious cod
liver and iron tonic without oil, for
chronic coughs and colds, and for all
weak, nervous, run-down conditions.

^IJ^BJiLOBB^rosTUW^^

Urn. A.

-WBKV.fifHAIR BALSAM
A toil«t prfMfStoa of merit.
B*ip* to «r«<lk»U dsodrstf.

New

nervous

family

Parch.r, Druggiit, Ellsworth, Me.

England made—the proof of quality

Bay State Liquid Paints have been made for more than
forty years. They have stood the New England test
—including the climate. They have proved everything we say for them. Practical painters, as well as
the

man

who does his

own

work,

use

them.

Bay State Paints, Stains and Varnishes
■ complete line for every requirement.
They go farther, wear
longer and hold their color better than ordinary finishes. They are
the product of aixty-five years' experience.

are

Mass.

only Corrodarm of load in Noam England.

l>r»ltr,-Ellsworth, C.

W. Orludal; Utri Iile. C. Pickeri g A 8on; Sedgwick, Smith
Bros.; Stonlogton. Eaton * Oo.; Tremout. Willi* O. Towne; Swan’a Island, Nelson T. Morse;
C. P. *|M. H. Uncbnrner; Ialesford, Frank Stan ejr; Northsast Harbor, H. A.
Staolry; Southwest Harbor, P. J. Higgins: West Tremont, K. H. Lnnt, Bluehlll. TbomasJ.
McKinley. P. W. Richardson; Mount Desert, A. C. l-ermld.

Broeksvllle,
Blackley;

at

The American Office
Best quality Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
ment paper, printed with espeoially-made butter-paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better

PRICE, including
500 sheets
1000

“

paper and

printing:
“

of

size, $1.25
“

J
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A Drama of Mexico
~

I

±
*S»

By F. A. MITCHEL

|
I

v‘Pc-I'dv
Ever since the ■'evolution in Mexico
that deposed Porflrio Diaz that country has been in a state of fermeut and
lias kept tlie people of the United States
In

fever of anxiety.
President Huerta

a

of

During the rule
1. lieing of an

Inquiring disposition, concluded to go
down there and see for myself what
kind of [ample the Mexicans are.
Passing over the bonier line of TexI entered rural Mexico and moved
southward, intending to visit the
capital. There .were then the Huerta,
the Carranza and the Villa factious, all
struggling for the upper hand. The
frightful condition of the country did
not prevent the people from enjoying
such amusements ns they could get. I
stopped one evening far the night In a
little cluster of houses—It could not
be dignified by the name of town—and,
hearing that a dance was to bo given
in the dining room of the tavern
where I put up, I was curious to see
how people could make merry while
their country was In u state of anarchy.
When the dancing begun 1 took a
chair on the veranda where I could
look through an open window upon the
dancers. The effect was heightened by
the picturesque costumes of both the
men and the women.
The merrymakers came from the country round about,
being made up of nil sorts of persons,
from the hnceudado, or farmer, to the
soldier, who made his living by fightlug for some one of the factions struggling for the supremacy. Not only was
the soldier present, but his wife and
Ids daughters, for an army in Mexico
is accompanied by the families of the
soldiers.
1 was much interested in watching
these people. Among the better grade
I noticed a young couple who, it was
evident, were lovers. The man was u
handsome fellow dressed in the costume of a bacendado, composed of
tight trousers with a row of buttons
on each leg. where a soldier's stripe Is
usually placed; a fancy waistcoat and
a short Jacket, also having a profusion
of buttons. The girl wore the Mexican skirt of many colors, the Mexican
bodice and the Jacket decorated with
gold braid.
I could not help contrasting-the happiness beaming in the faces of these
two young people with the cloud that
hung over their country. They danced
While I was
every dance together.
watching them u man came up behind
me, and 1 felt that he was looking
I moved aside not
over my shoulder.
to obstruct his view and at the same
time turned my head to have a look at
him.
I Judged that he was connected with
one of the various armies or hands
which were sucking the lifeblood of
Mexico. A more villainous face I nevIlls eyes were foler saw on a man.
lowing tile couple that Interested me.
and as he watched his frown deepHe stood only a few minutes
ened.
looking at them, then went away.
At the end of each dance a number
of the dancers came out on to the veranda to lie refreshed by the cooler ah'
outside.
During one of these interl val a ; barn report suddenly sonude 1
1 saw
at the other end of the veranda.
those who were inside start for the
exit nearest to the point from which
the sound came, and those on the
veranda turned and hurried In that
direction. I, too, arose and went to see
what had hapi>ened.
A crowd had gathered about something or some one. but I could not see
beyond the onlookers. When finally I
succeeded in doing so I saw lying on
as,
on

noor

me

young

man

imu
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“SLOPPY” Rubber Stamp

GOOD HIGHWAYS
AND PROSPERITY
I

Belter Hoads Mean Better

WEANING

SlromiSTOir;.

THE FARM COLT.

Times For Rurallsis.

for

Grain Should Be Substituted as Milk
la Taken Away.
To wean a colt appear* to be a simple
It 1* simple as many do It, yet
mailer.
the very low degree of success that Is
shown on many farms by their unthrifty colts 1* evidence that there Is
The Old Order Has Changed From the
Hornetblng wrong or that there Is someSlow Going Oxcart, Toiling Over the thing lacking, writes J. E. McCartney
Worst Kir.d of Hoads, to the Speed/
of Purdue university experiment sta
Automobile ar.d Motor Truck—Farm- tion. Often in a few weeks during
weaning time the youngster changes
ing Com.nur.t ea Csnefitod.
from the growing, sleek, milk fat colt
Witliln the memory of many of us to a stiff haired and unthrifty, stunted
the only wiiy of traveling in various I Individual. The colt If properly cared
sections of the country was by means for need lose but lfttle of his flesh,
bloom and spirit.
of ox teams over the worst kind of
Grain must be used ns the milk is
roads, says II. Colin Campbell in taken
It Is necessary that the
away
Hoard’s Dairyman. The country producer deliver* d Ids crons at some river
tJ
point where water transportation conveyed them to the nearest market. Cattle were driven for long distances over
all kinds of roads. But the stock grower and farmer came to realize that this
method of reaching the consumer was
too costly and that their time and effort are valuable and should be economized as much as any other element
of cost. The low going ox team has
given way to the speedy automobile
and motor truck. The railfoad has In
many cases relieved the farmer of his

you must do

j

direct relationship between good roads and the general prosperity of any community. Proof of
this Is obtainable wherever modern
roads have been constructed. On the
National pike, thut old cross country
highway which was begun by the government in 1S0G and that Is now being rehabilitated, there stand monuments that point to a local development that followed the construction
of this now historic road. In localities
where highways have been improved,
where first class roads have been built
and well maintained, where highway
travel has been made comfortable and
pleasurable, there Is evidence of a constant Increase in population, land values and local Improvements.
One of the most recent proofs of this
statement comes from Ohio, where
highway enthusiasts point to the fact
that those counties where roads have
not been Improved have lost populu
tlon, while, on the other hand, the counties that have modernized their highways have increased their population
and land values have risen. Another
evidence of the Increased prosperity
that follows good roads has been fur
nlslied by some Investigations conducted by the Uulted States department of
agriculture of road work In Virginia
Conditions In Spottsylvania county
were studied with particular care. Tht
results were surprising.
In 1909 the
county vot:d £109,000 to improve forty
miles of road. Two years after completing this work the railroad shipped
from Fredericksburg, the county seat,
during a period of twelve months 71,OCii tons of the products of the soil
hauled over the Improved highways to
that town.
Before Improvement had
become a fact the total was only 49,000
tons annually.
In other words, the
products of the soil had Increased more
than 45 per cent.
la

u

1

window.

They have a custom In Mexico called
When a muu
“playing the bear.”
wishes to court a girl he takes position under her window und walks back
and forth till either he gets a sign from
her or gives up his attempt to win her.
If he receives encouragement he proceeds step by step till he forms her

Has Passed Into

a

Period of Successful

Accomplishment.
"The use of convicts oa the public
roads has passed through the period
of hysterical wrangle Into a period of
actually successful accomplishment
and almost universal acceptation.” said
E. Stagg Whltiu. professor of a new
course

In

practical penal problems

at

Columbia university.
I»r. Whltiu holds that the underlying
motive in convict road building must
be to secure the greatest efficiency for
the state out of Its possessions. Both
the convicts and the roads are property
of the state, and the working of convicts upon the roads should eliminate
many elements of waste In the administration of road and prison departments.

"The efficiency of the convict on the
road gang,” lie continued, “differs
greatly In different gangs. There Is no
doubt in my mind that the application
of the efficiency records in use at the
present time In the Wisconsin road
camps for free labor will tend even
more perceptibly to raise the efficiency
of convict labor.
“Incentive must be created before
good work can be produced. Coop an.v
of us up in a stuffy. Insanitary Jail for
several months, arraign ns for trial
amid the excitement of what we misname as Justice and then take a few
months of breaking onr spirit in prison
surroundings and there Is little likelihood that the thing we call ginger will
lie very apparent. The great need Is
for the foreman of a convict road
gang to throw his shoulder to the task
and Inspire his gang with the desire
The problem lies In
to lie like him.
securing such men as foremen of the
mad gangs."
.■

—
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Beechams
offer you the needed help. They
are mild in action, but quickly
strengthen the stomach, gently stimulate the liver and regulate the bowels. They put the
body in good condition so the
organs work as nature intended. Backed by sixty years of
usefulness, Beecham’s Pills

worth

are

legal Nottws
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

j

colt have been taught to eat grain before weaning Is attempted. Oata have
always been preferred by horsemen
for young colts. They are undoubtedly
superior to any other single grain.
The colt likes a mixture or a variety
of grains and will thrive best on such
He relishes com, and It may
a ration.
well be feil as [mrt of the grain ration.
It may be snld that corn contains a
rather high percentage of fat. True, It
does, and so does milk, which Is as
nearly Ideal food as nature can make
Com should not be fed alone nor In
Bran Is a splentoo great quantities.
did feed and contains material for
A mixture of oats
bone and muscle.
(10 per cent, com 30 per cent and bran
id per cent makes a ration that will
A
enable any colt to grow rapidly.
handful of oilmeal may be profitably
Then he will be more likely
added.
to eut enough to almost make up for
the lack of milk.
Hay should be provided in plenty.
Doubtless alfalfa or clover is the most
desirable for young growing colts.
Both grain and hay should be of the
If it is at all posvery best quality.
sible to furnish succulent grass for the
colt It should be done. This Is a big
factor in preventing any check In the
growth of the youngster.
Naturally the colt will miss the com
If it has been uc
pany of Its dam.
eustomed to stay in the stable or yard
while the mother Is out at work there
will be le3s fretting on that account.
If the youngster has followed the dam
constantly and has never been kept
separated from her he should be bro
ken gradually to stay away from her
If it is at all convenient to do so
If there are several colts on the farm
It Is best to wean all of them at the
same time.
The youngsters love company. and If there are two or more of
them together they will fret and worry
less.

Good Ration For Lambs Intended For
the Early Market.
Lambs that are Intended for fall
market should not be weaned until lute
In summer
In fact ewes will natural
ly wean their own lambs, writes a cor
rcsiKHident of the Orange Judd Farm
er.
Lut the time from birth until the
marketing of the lamb presents many
problems iVheii a ewe gives an alum
dance of milk It Is not wise to feed
until near weaning time. Hut It is al
ways a good plan to give some dry
feed, so the lamb is accustomed to It
when It Is to be taken from Its mother
The simplest way Is to arrange a creep
through which they can go Into a small
lot or section of the pasture. The creep
must exclude the older sheep, as they
do not need the grain
Lambs will begin to eat when two
weeks old. or at least within a month.
A satisfactory mixture when the best
lambs are to be grown for the earliest
market Is one of three-fourths corn
meal and one-fourth bran by weight.
At first they will eat only a little, but
after a time they will eat about half
a pound dally
At first give only a
little feed.
At no time leave feed In
the trough to be picked over.
The
clean trough will make the lambs relish every helping. Never at any time
let any of the feed grow stale. If there
Is no corn on band ground barley la
satisfactory. Ground oats are good, but
with them there is no need to feed the
bran.
Keep the lambs In the best
growthy condition at all times.
For late fattening In the fall I re
gard corn alone an ideal feed. In such
a case only the growth la secured, and
the fat covering steadily placed over
the body during the latter part of the

feeding period.

>
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MONEY IN SHEEP.

ROAD WORK.

CONVICT

use

In the matter of
Christopher H. Bhinton,

Bankrupt,

ILLUltl If.

There

In th'j opinion of experts the prohibition of the exportation of Percheron horses from France will
greatly stimulate the demand for
that breed in America. It therefore
behooves breeders of heavy drafters
in this country to make the most
The stallion
of their opportunity.
here shown is a Percheron.

more

cosmetics. You must
keep the blood pure, the liver
and kidneys active and the
bowels regular. You must also
correct the digestive ills that
cause muddy skin and dull eyes.
than

long andj dangerous trips to shipping
[mints, yet in many places the long, unimproved muddy road prevails.
Statistics show that 00 per cent of
the automobiles manufactured recently
have found their way to the farm;
hence the rural dweller has not only
been given the opportunity, but has developed a greater desire, to travel than
ever before.
Moreover, he has seen
gooil roads, and evidence is real to him
that a community so favored is one to

fine

a

complexion
something

SAVING K! TCAraRTATlON

[ In Bankruptcy.
)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
H. BRINTON,of Hancock,
in the county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, in said u is trict, respectfully represents
that on >h< 28th day of August, last past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property,
rnd rights of property, and has folly complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bank-

CHRISTOPHER

ruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the oourt to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted Dy law from such discharge.
Dated this 1st day of November a. d. 1915.
Christopher H. Brinton,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maine ss.
On this Uth day of March, a. d. 1916, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 21st day of April a.
d. 1916, before said court at Portland, in
said district, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
that notice thereof be published in the
j and
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
said district, and that all known creditors,
and other persons in interest, may appear at
the said time and place, and show cause, if
any they have, why the piayer of said petitioner should not be grunted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petit on and this O'der,
addressed to them at their places < f residence
as stated.
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said court, and the *tal thereof,
! at Portland, in said district, on the 11th day
| of March a. d 1916.
Jambs E. Hewey. Clerk.
[L. S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:
James E. Hewky, Clerk.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HELEN BROWN, late of STONINGTON,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persers
given bonds a*» tl»* law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all iudeblcn thereto are requested to make paymerit immediately.
Roy E. Fifield.
March 7,1916.

THE

subscriber uereoy gives notice that
be has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GEORGE S. HARDISON, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, end
given bonds as the law directs
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment iro-

THE

|
|

net-ii

Within half an hour the dance hud
lieen resumed, and. Judging by the gayely, one would not have suspected that
the life of one of the company had been
just suufTed out. I turned away from
the scene, went as far from it as I
could and waited for the house to become quiet that T might go to lied.
I did not get away from the place
I had come to Mexico
the next day.
from curiosity, and 1 did not like to
move on without learning more of the
tragedy a part of which 1 had witI inquired who had done the
nessed.
shooting and was informed that a
man who belouged to a Villa force in
the neighborhood was the culprit. The
young farmer who was killed was an
This is all the
advocate of Huerta.
information I couid elicit, but I inferred much more. I believed that the
murderer coveted the girl who had
given her heart to the farmer.
I lounged at the tavern during the
day. uncertain as to Just when I would
move on southward. During the afternoon. while strolling among the houses
that composed the place, I met the man
who had looked in at the window at
I knew him to be the
the dancers.
murderer and was surprised to see
him still near the scene of his cowardly act. But I was destined to still
further surprise. I saw him approach
a house and walk up and down under
a

pound size, $1.50; half-pound
“
2 25;

DON’T Cheapen Your Butter By Use

7

observing within, while the girl with
whom he had danced was kneeling lieside him moaning piteously. He had
been shot and was dying.

"Bmy Stmt*” Hr Asa** ang Sara, raaf ang
fleer, asell*. aiwlaa screen*, fmmitmr*. mte.
Write for illustrated Bay State booklet—it tells all about paints.
Buy Bay State Paints of your dealer—send us his name, please, if he
doesn't handle them.

Butter Paper Printed

I

tne

Umm

WABSWORTI. ROWLAND i CO.. toe.. RosIm.
H|
Larmmmt Paint and Vmrntmh Makarm and
1|1

Bereaved 1

Tho Achei of H u<m Cleaning
The pain and sorenea* caused by brniaea,
exertion
and straining during boose
over
cleaning time are soothed away b> Btoan’a
Liniment. No need to suffer this agony.
Just apply Sloan’s Liniment to the sore
spots, rub only a little. In a short time the
pain leaves, you rtst comfortably and enjoy a
refreshing sleep. One grateful user writes:
‘’Sloan’s Liniment is worth its
weight in
gold.”
Keep a bottle on hand, use it
till
and
against
Soreness,
Neuralgia
at your Driffcgist.
Bruises. Kills pain. 25c

I
I

mediately.

Eugene

March 7, 1916.

S.

Orcutt.

subscriber, bred V. Benuis, of High
Province of Alberti, Canada,
hereby gives notice that be has been duly appointed administrator of the estace of
SPIRO V. BENNIS, late of SULLIVAN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Not being a
given bonds as the law directs

THERiver,

resident of tbeSia'eot Maine the subscriber
has appointed Elizabeth H. Benuis, of Sullivan, Hancock county, Maine, as Ins agent for
all purposes specified in R. S. <'h. 43. sec. 6tt.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are aeaired to pr sent the
same tor settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
immediately.
F. V. Bknnis.
Februajy 8. 1916.
subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
MARY
in

the

given

A GULLIFER, late of EDEN,
county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds

as

th**

law

directs

All

persons having demands against the ►state
oi said deceased are desired to
present the
sam< for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
March

Stephen L

7,1916.

immediately.
Kingsley,

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
LILA L. WILBUR, late of FRANKLIN,
fn the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persona
having demanda against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Habold B. Wilbdb.
March 7, 1916.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminis-A.
tratrix of the estate of
HENRY E. GREELEY, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and beta
excused from g ving bonds as the law direct*.
AH persons having demands against the estate 6f said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

rpHE

mediately.

March 7.1916.
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AMERICAN ADS PAY

Iv her to pudding
and forgetting ali

r

In Quince Harbor vibage every man
We. the inhabitants,
is a fisherman.
have been brought up as one people,
and when anything happens here we
all have to hear about it. Perhaps if

came from.
“I guess Miss Phoebe n< well as Ananias was having a bard time, both of
’em being under the b idder's eagle eye.
But It was worse for Ananias, for he
had to keep two jealous females apart
and"—
*‘I told you he was double dealing
and cat footed.’* interrupted Marla.
"Well, to make my story short, it
seems that the night of the fire the
wldder Rowell had been burning some
rubbish In her kitchen stove and when
she went to bed there were some rags
In some way the
smoldering there.
flue was stopped up—swallers' nests in
the chimney. 1 guess—and along about
midnight the house was filled full of

_~

....

n-knn

there Is nothing to do and the fisher
men. their wives and dauglners get
together, dependent on one another for
amusement, we usually rely on the

captain

to

help

us

out

One evening Just before supper a
lot of ns were at Captain Kish's when
some one said that nothing had been
going on in tbe vll'nge lately and it
would be a relief even if tbere'd be a
lira or something to wake us up.
Gap tain Barnabas Flab slowly filled
Ms pipe and packed tbe tobacco tightly In tbe bowl with one huge thumb.
His weather beaten countenance was
always a barometer of bis mental condition. and now. as I watched Ms bine
eyes twinkling merrily, while his generous mouth endeavored to keep Itself
straight and In proper order, 1 scented
Interesting happenings In Quince Harbor village.
Mrs. Fish was sewing rags for a cap
pet which she said was much needed
In the spare bedroom, which 1 as paying guest was occupying after my custom, and I was sitting Idly enjoying
the lovely panorama of the village
snuggling among the Mils that ran
down to tbe harbor, which was half
embraced by lines of sandy bluffs.
Captain Barnabas emitted a throaty
Marla Fish glanced at Mm
chuckle.
sharply, and I Inclined my best ear In
Ms direction.
“For tbe land sake. Barnabas Fish,
what's tbe matter?" ejaculated Marla
at last. “Tou've been actin’ all mornin' as If you was chuck full of somethin' fnnny and was dyln' to tell It
out.
Did anything happen at tbe engine company's meetln' last night?"
Captain Barnabas scratched a match,
lighted his pipe and palled slowly for
several moments.
"It was something 1 beard at tbe
meeting." be admitted; “something that
happened to Ananias Sllne."
“Why Is It." 1 asked, with Interest,
“that wherever Ananias Sline Is things

begin

to

Morang's Dept. Store

C. L

(
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2000

yds. BrittanJLace, was 12 1 -2c and 15c
per yd, 3 yds. for.:.15

Blk and White Cheek Dress Goods 36 in, per

|

a

warning glaneo

from

bis

wife's,

yd.. .25

yds. for.15

Factor}' Mittens.25

Garnet and White

Poplar Cloth

Camisol Lace and

Flouncing,

yds. for.15

yds. Fancy Dress Ginghams.15

yd.25

per

pieces Cotton Dress Goods,

per

yd.25

Writing Paper and Envelopes in boxes 3 for.25

yd.15

Colgate’s Transparent Rose Bath Soap, 3 for.25

Hamburg Trimmed Corset Cover.15

Ladies’ Handkerchiefs, 6 for.25

Ladies' Union Suits, both

White Persians, 4 for.25
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the maddest people be ever saw.
Both the wtinmen being eangbt dlsbabllly. aa Miss Pringle said, was bad
enough, but It seems that Ananias bad
mixed up the bundles under tbelr plllows, and while the wldder bad Miss
Phoebe's watch and pocketbook aud a
small cargo of Ananias' poems to her ■
(one of them was called. To my Phoebe Bird.”) why Miss Phoebe had tbe
wldder’* watch and money and a pack-1
age of Ananias' lore letters tied with a
blue ribbon—Marla, do yon sleep with ]
w7 Ibve letters tied with a blue ribbon j
under your pillow?" demunded the cap-;
t
tain, turning to bla good wife.
“Do go on, Barnabas.
We’re dying'
to hear tile rest of It" urged Marla
“Well, the rest of It was a terrible ;
wrangle between tbe wldder and Miss
Phoebe Pringle when tbe two ladles
exchanged private and personal prop
erty and private and itersoual opinions
of eacb other, and their opinions
As for Anawasn't flattering, neither
nias, when he found out what hud
happened he give himself up for lost,
and naturally be come to me to weathMiss Phoebe went but
er the gale.
foot back to Little Klver. while tbe
wldder's been busy cleaning up her
bouse."

Aprons.15

weight,

per

summer

and winter

each.15

Fancy Scrims,
Children’s

WashJColored Dresses,

34 in

wide,

4

yds for.25

2 to 5 vrs.15
Men’s Middlesex Hose, 2 for.—25

Self
200

Acting

Windows Shades, each.15
Men’s 10c. Bow Ties, 4 for.*-25

copyright Books, slightly soiled.15

Gray Cottonjand Wool Fannel for Waist, per
yd.15

Cottage Carpeting, 36 in.,
Children’s Merit Waists

worth

39c,

Jersey,

3 to

per

yd.25

15yrs, 2 for 25

Superior Quality Ric Rae Braid for trimming
4

Lockwood cotton 36 in. for —...15

yds.

50

pieces Ribbon, plain and fancy,

Silk Muslins 27 in. wide per
Ladies’

per

yd.15

yd.15

Bleached Table covering
Corset

Coats

3

Cover'Hamburg,

spool

58 in.

per

wide^per yd.15

yd...— —15

cotton, 6 for.15

bolts.25

Ladies’

Sweeping Caps, white and colors, 3 for...25

Richardson’s

Sewing Silk,

3

spools for.25

Giant

pkg Toilet paper, 3 for.25

6

36 in. Bleached Cheese Cloth.25

Shopping Bags, each.*...15

was

about his trouble.
“Last night at the engine bouse
When the meeting Was over some of
'em got to telling stories about fires,
and all to once they fell to lafflng fit to
kill over the fire that started in the
wldder Rowell's bouse the night we

yd pieces Wash Ribbon, Nos. 1, 1 1-2, and 2,
3 pc.25

36 in. Percale 12 l-2c values, 3

Embroidered Muslin

Ananias to do but try to save some of
the valuables.
“It was an exciting scene. Cap'n
Tbe wldder was holCharlie Bays.
lering for Ananias to go In and save
her pocketbook and her gold watch
from under her pillow, and Miss Pboe- j
be was screeching at him If be loved
her to go and do tbe same kindness
for her.
“So Ananias, being brave In some
ways, tied a handkerchief over bis
He
mouth aud Bulled luto tbe bouse.
bad to gro|>e Ills way around upstairs
to find their pillows with the treasures under them and not trying to save
anything of his own be staggered
downstairs again and gave tbe widtler
handkerchief uud
a bundle tied in a
another one just like it to M las Phoebe. |
Then, being a little man and not macb
stamina to him. be just fainted awny j
from swallowing too macb smoke.,
Just then the Are company arrived. :
towing the engine, and by the time
they'd flooded the wtdder's dining room
and kitchen they discovered that the
fire was In tbe stove and nowhere else,
but the smoke was all over the bouse.

camp meeting at Rockybrook. to we
missed It I was In the bank the very
next morning, and as I came out Ananias was polishing the front windows.
I thought he looked mighty sour. and.
says I In kind of a Joking way. ‘What
you been up to now. Ananias?' And
he turned on me like a spiteful little
eat, and. says be. ‘None of your golds rned business!'
So I shifted my
helm and steered clear of him. but I
knew something had happened to upget him- That night he came to me
mouthed
fbf help, but he WM

Men’s Husking Gloves, 5 prs for.25

Men’s

"Seems funnier to think of the two
of ’em. one In blue and t'other in pink :
—well. Marla. Pm going on with the
“Seems Ananias bad been out to a

“Likewise amusement,’' added Captain Barnabas. "It seems this happened last week while we was over to

yrs.25

Bleached Bath Towels 6 for.15

3

lodge meeting and be was just getting
borne when It happened, and be found
them hollering fire. Cap'u Charlie Wil- j
11s bad already telephoned to the engine house, aud there was nothing for

answer.

4 to 15

see

story.

happen right away?"

Russian Crash Bleached, 3

why them details are!
1
necessary." chided Maria severely.
The
captain scratched his chin
thoughtfully.
don't

Boys’ Short Pants,

5

j

"Because he's so deceitful and catfooted that he's always making trouble for somebody.” was Marla's prompt

yds.

500

yd. spool Baste Cotton,

Merrick’s

Darning Cotton,

27 inch Flannel

6 for.25

card

or

sj*ool, 6 for 25

Waistings.25

j

was over to Rockybrook camp meeting. So me. not being there and uot
knowing about it. the chief told me the
atory. and It explains why Ananias is
so glum just now and why he iooks on

all the world as his enemy.
“To begin. It seems that the widder
has staying with her a woman canvasser from Little River, her name
being Phoebe Pringle, and fur looks
she’s qnlte a trim sailing little craft—
not so rubby as the wldder—with a
tongue ss sharp as ber shoulder blades
and little black eyes that snap yon up

“And where's Ananias been keeping
himself all this time?" asked Marla

sharp.”

suspiciously.
Captain Barnabas removed bis pipe
from his lips and pointed out to tbe
bay where bla ship, the Indus, lay at
anchor, enjoying aa Idle old age In her,

here.” Interrupted Marla,
"Miss Tel hum.
threading her needle
you remember that Impudent little
gossip that tried to sell me a cookery
book—me who can cook all around
anybody who ever wrote a cookery
book"'
I remembered the episode of the canvasser. and I had enjoyed her battle
of wit* with Marla Fish, who Jnstly
prided herself on her culinary tri“She

AT

"The wldder screeched 'Fire!' and ran
out Into the road In a blue flannel
nightgown, and Miss Phoebe screamed
herself hoarse as she stood beside her, i
the wearing a pink flannel—aheml" i
said the captain hurriedly. In response
to

_

WEEK

25 cent

smoae.

eye.
“1

__WrrtunMnf

|

abbrrtt.tir.fnt..

three times
the wldder

it

there were newspapers published every
day for us to read about what is going
on in the big world we would l»e less
Interested in each other’s affairs.
Captain Barnabas Fish—every man
who owns a boat, be it motorboat or
tug. is called captain—has the principal
k_

e

Hint

Howell, who didn't get any.
“Then, the wldder watching them
like cat and mouse. It scorns A* ’tiias
* In*
I
took to writing poetry I * Y.
’•« d is*
and leaving It around w'i
fe m 'c a
likely to find it. One d
In*r rubpoem and dropped it in ••!».
ber overshoes in the hull rack awl Mis?.
Phoebe wore that poem underfoot all
one rainy day before she form! it. nil
Another time he
damp and muddy.
dropped a poem in her umbrella, that
being handy, too. In the front ball, and
when she opened It In front of the
postoffice some silly girls got hold of it
when It dropped out. and Miss Phoebe
had to pretend she didn't know where

L

_

sir.i
a

came

home port.
“Ananias shipped aboard me Indus
tbe very next day. and if you look you
will see bis little dory bobbing out toward her now.
I reckon he's got his
victuals In a basket and be cooks for
himself, and he'll have a quiet, peaceful time till tbe wldder Rowell forgives him and sends for him to come
back again.”
“How about Miss Phoebe Pringle and
her blighted affections?" I asked curi-

umphs.
"Well. It seems Ananias met this
Mias Pringle three times a day at the
wtdder*s hospitable board, as they say
in atory books." went on the genial
captain, “and. her being kind of fas
clnatlng as well as some younger
than the wldder. who considers herself engaged to Ananias. I s'pose you
know, ma'am, and the Pringle woman,

being fasclnatlng”"Humpbr' sniffed Marla acornfully.

ously.
“Homely as a scrag fencer' interpolated Marla.
"Miss Phoebe—why. she took her
blighted affections back to Little River,
and she's having tbe poems that Ananias wrote to her all printed In the

"Yellow aa saffronV
"Well, yellow was becoming with
her black eyes." said the captain solemnly. “and her being fascinating to
Ananias, he got to paying her teeny
little attentions, like passing the butter without her asking for It snd help-

Little River Echo with her own name
signed to ’em, and Ananias Is bitter
against her. but be don’t dare say a
word."
‘That's the punishment of the deceitful and the cat-footed.” said Maria aa
she arose to prepare supper.
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expenses.
Mildred Torrey was operated upon (or
EAST LAMOINE.
COREA.
sppendicilia at the Knox hospital this
Miss Sanborn, who bat been pastor ben
Fred Martin, ol SouthrBoeton, Maas., week, and is
doing nicely.
the past year, left Tuesday for her borne
died at the Massachusetts general hosMias Henrietta Oilkey, assistant in tbs
in Boston.
Mr. Mitchell, of the missionpital, Thursday, March; |B, I of spinal
who has spent her vacation
high
school,
meningitis and pneumonia. He was in with friends in Rockland, returned Mon- ary boat Sunbeam, will occupy the pulpit
a few Bundays.
the tarty-seventh year ot hit age. Mr.
day.
Martin was one ol the first regularly-apH. F. Ray, while
driving borne from
Rev.
O.
with
Paul
Emmons, town
J.Qoptlll,
pointed men at the naval coaling depot
meeting Monday, was thrown from
and
here, when it was opened in 1902, and Percy Thompson, Philip Uuptill
his sleigb and injured quite
badly.
worked there until 1908, when he lett to Dongles* Fifleld. left Thursday to attend
Ambrose Fnncis, who has bean
visiting
better himself with the Edison company at the boys’ conference at Bangor.
hen and It Surry, ntnrned to bis
home in
March 13.
Rax.
Sooth Boston, where he was employed at
Canada Saturday, accompanied
by bis
the time of hit death.|. He ;is pleasantly
WEST BROOKUN
brother Chester.
remembered by many bere.ftTbe funeral
March 12.
who
Mrs.
Lixale
has
been
visitg
Morphy,
was held Sunday, and tbe crowded rooms
has returned to Stonlngton.
at the chapel, testified to tbe many friends ing here,
OTIS.
James Fogg, ot Yarmouth, who was
be had made daring (the time he had
J. L. Salsbury, wife and son
Carroll,
flowers called her* by the death of his father, an
lived in
Massachusetts. The
home from North
Mariaville, when
were beautiful.
He was a member ot the Benjamin Fogg, hat returned bom*.
they have bean employed by Charles
Order of Moose and the^Modsrn WoodMrs. Alma Bartlett, of Brooklin, visited Goodwin and wife.
men.
He leaves a widow.
Mrs. Mary Fogg recently.
Miss Nancy Jordan nturned
Brae.
Mar. 13.
Sunday
Mrs. Lisxi* Will ins, ot BloehiU, who has from an extended
visit with her
brother,
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Merrill £• J,
Jordan, at Clifton, and her slater
DEEB ISLE.
Richards, hat gone home.
Mn. Palmer, at Bnwer.
Mrs. E. P. Spofiord, who has spent tbe
B.
13.
March
Mn. George Warren want to
Lakewood
winter in Portland and Boston, Is home.
Sunday to see her sister, Mn. Hoyt, who
FALLS.
BLUEHILL.
who
has
s
Or. L. Q. Tewksbury,
spent
Is eery low.
few days in Camden, returned Monday.
A. T. Conary lost a cow recently.
_Davis.
Tbe high school seniors, who tarnished
Lester Conary has Installed a new engine
WEST SURRY.
tbe town meeting dinner and gave a fine in his motor boat.
Richard Tenant, who haa been in
entertainment in tbe evening, earned over
Cauaaa.
March 13.
poor

health

some

Maine

time,wilt

enter

the

hospital st

Bangor.
Prank Trundy, who baa been seriously
ill, in oat.
Mar. 13.
L.

'SbbmumMntt.

To Feel Well and
Stay Well
The men and women who get the
moat out of life arc those who ta*e
are
care of their health.
Well

people
cheery people—always welcome—they
are glad to be alive.
watch
yoer
So
health. Don’t neglect yourself. When

you have a headache, feel bilious, lose
your appetite, or suffer from indigo*"
tion. do something for it, and be quick
about it. The very best thing to do
is to take “L. F.’’ Atwood’s Medicine.
It acts promptly and soon makes you

feel like yourself again. Guard your
health and the health of your family
by having a bottle of this reliable
remedy always on hand. Taken as directed it will save you much misery
and keep you in good health.
“L. P." Mwdicin. Co-,

Portland. Ms.

